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Abstract

Light scattering gives experimental access to low energy excitations in solids

which play an important role due to their proximity to the ground State. They are in turn

strongly affected by changes in the properties of a material undergoing a phase transition

hence by probing them we may get clues to what is going on in the substance. After

discussing some fundamental concepts in light scattering and/-shell Systems, this thesis

presents the results of two different types of experiments: For one thing the results of

electronic Raman scattering in samarium monochalcogenides at various temperatures and

in SmSe under high pressure in a diamond anvil cell are presented. The latter experiment

was set up specifically to provide an answer to the intriguing problem concerning the

behavior of the localized /-shell-states at the pressure-induced phase transition from the

semiconducting to the mixed-valent State.

It was found that the Iowest lying excited State ^ of the spin-orbit split multiplet

disappears suddenly at a markedly sharp change-over pressure of (31 ± 2) kbar without

remnant in the spectral window investigated and without precursory softening or

broadening at the incipient phase transition as claimed previously from experiments with

the solid Solution system Sm\-xYxSe. Check measurements with a Sm.75Ce.25Se single

crystal revealed that the formerly observed softening is due to the additional electrons

donated by the trivalent dopant Qß+ in the case of Sm\-xYxSe and Ce3+ in the reference

material). It was established that experiments with solid Solutions used to mimic pressure

by chemical means are not tantamount to true high pressure investigations if the

substituent is not isoelectronic with the cation.

For another thing this work deals with Brillouin spectroscopy mainly from surface

acoustic waves on single crystais, thin overlayers on a Substrate and superlattices. The

primary motivation for constructing a Brillouin spectrometer in our lab was the need to

obtain the elastic constants without mechanically contacting the sample as required by

the ultrasonic technique. Besides, Brillouin spectroscopy eliminates the need for large

high-quality single crystais mandatory for ultrasonic experiments since it probes the

sample with a tiny laser beam spot only. This is of utmost importance in materials

science since in the process of Screening newly synthesized crystais one initially obtains

only small cystallites as the growth of large single crystais is tedious and costly.

Therefore, I set out to construct a versatile Brillouin spectrometer suitable for

experiments on non—transparent solids. It is based on John Sandercock's ingenious design



which made this kind of experiments possible only a few years ago.

It was clear from the beginning, however, that the technique has its inherent

difficulties due to the very nature of the crystais to be investigated, i.e. opacity

broadening of the Brillouin lines stemming from the bulk acoustic phonons. This effect

reduees the scattering intensity by several Orders of magnitude hence hampering

effectively experiments involving metallic-like substances or investigations at low

temperatures. Since on the other hand surface waves are not subject to opacity

broadening, they lend themselves as a convenient way out, provided, a procedure is

contrived which yields all required information about the bulk. Since the characteristics

of the surface waves is well known and clearly described in the literature, it was tempting

to analyze them by Brillouin spectroscopy with the main goal in mind to prepare a tool

allowing to compute the elastic constants from the angular dispersion of the surface

phonons. To check the feasibility of the method, measurements of the Rayleigh surface

wave on the basal plane of a germanium single crystal were performed. A Computer

program was written to evaluate them and to give directly the elastic constants of the

crystal. In addition, measurements on 5/(111) and hexagonal cobalt were performed.

In order to make this method available also for materials without metallic

reflectivity, I conducted experiments on a semiconductor (SO coated with a metallic

overlayer (C0S/2) to study on one hand its influence on the surface waves and on the

other to establish the observability of the angular dispersion since this is the key to the

method outlined above.

Brillouin spectroscopy in a diamond anvil cell seems to be restricted to not too

opaque materials since surface waves are not accessible in a cell. On the other hand, the

epitaxial growth of superlattices provides an other convenient way to exert pressure on a

material due to the strain induced by small lattice mismatches. The last part of chapter TV

therefore describes surface wave examinations performed on a metallic CoStySi-

superlattice.



Kurzfassung

Lichtstreuung eröffnet experimentell den Zugang zu tiefenergetischen Festkörper¬

anregungen, die wegen ihrer unmittelbarer Nähe zum Grundzustand eine bedeutende

Rolle bei Phasenübergangen spielen. Durch ihre Untersuchung lassen sich deshalb

wichtige Rückschlüsse auf die dem Uebergang zugrunde liegenden Mechanismen ziehen.

Zuerst werden in dieser Arbeit die fundamentalen Konzepte der Lichtstreuung und der

/-Schalen-Systeme diskutiert und anschliessend die Experimente vorgestellt. Zum einen

werden die Resultate, die mittels elektronischer Ramanstreuung an den Samarium Mono-

chalkogeniden erhalten wurden, gezeigt und zum anderen wird das Hochdruckexperiment

an SmSe in einer Diamantstempelzelle beschrieben. Letzteres wurde aufgebaut um das

Problem des Verhaltens der lokalisierten /—Elektronen während des druckinduzierten

Ueberganges vom halbleitenden zum zwischenvalenten Zustand zu studieren.

Das überraschende Resultat ist, dass der tiefstliegende angeregte Zustand 7Fi des

Spin-Bahn-aufgespaltenen Multipletts bei einem scharf definierten Uebergangsdruck von

(31 + 2) kbar plötzlich verschwindet ohne dass im untersuchten Spektralbereich ein Rest

verbliebe oder eine vorhergehende Verbreiterung und ein Weichwerden zu beobachten

wäre wie dies bis anhin aus Experimenten an Smi-xYxSe abgeleitet wurde. Zur Abklärung

des Mechanismus, der für dieses Weichwerden verantwortlich ist, wurden Vergleichs¬

messungen an einem Sm.75Ce.25Se Einkristall durchgeführt, die klar zeigen, dass der

Grund hiefür bei den zusätzlichen Elektronen liegt, die die dreiwertigen Donatoren ins

System einbringen. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass die zum Zwecke der Simulation von

Hochdruck durchgeführten Experimente mit Mischsystemen keinesfalls gleichwertig sind

zu wirklichen Hochdruckmessungen wenn, wie im vorliegenden Fall, der Donator nicht

isolektronisch zum Kation ist.

Ein weiterer Teil dieser Arbeit behandelt Brillouin-Spektroskopie vorwiegend an

akustischen Oberflüchenwellen auf Einkristallen, dünnen Schichten auf einem Substrat

und auf Uebergittern. Das Brillouinspektrometer wurde aufgebaut weil sich damit die

elastischen Konstanten messen lassen ohne dass der Kristall mechanisch kontaktiert

werden musste wie dies bei Ultraschallmessungen erforderlich ist. Im weiteren benötigt

man auch keine grossen Einkristalle, weil die Probe nur mit einem feinen Laserstrahl

abgetastet wird. Dies ist von grosser Wichtigkeit in der Materialforschung weil man bei

der Suche nach neuartigen Materialien zuerst nur kleine Kristalliten gewinnen kann und

die Herstellung von grossen Einkristallen ein langwieriges und unter Umständen teures



Unterfangen ist. Aus diesen Gründen konstruierte ich ein vielseitig verwendbares

Brillouin-Spektrometer für Untersuchungen an nicht—transparenten Festkörpern. Es

basiert auf John Sandercock's genialer Bauart, die derartige Experimente in den letzten

Jahren erst ermöglichte.

Es war von Anfang an klar, dass diese Technik auch ihre Schwierigkeiten in sich

birgt, die in der ureigensten Natur der zu untersuchenden Substanzen begründet sind,

nämlich der Opazitätsverbreiterung derjenigen Linien, die von der Streuung an den

akustischen Bulk-Phononen herrühren. Dieser Effekt reduziert die Streuintensität um

mehrere Grössenordnungen und erschwert oder verhindert Exerimente an metallischen

Materialien oder Untersuchungen bei tiefen Temperaturen. Andererseits sind die Ober-

flächenphononen der Opazitätsverbreiterung nicht unterworfen, weshalb sie sich als

geeigneten Ausweg anbieten, vorausgesetzt, es kann ein Weg gefunden werden, der die

Bestimmung der gewünschten Bulk-Daten erlaubt. Da die Literatur die Charakteristika

der Oberflächenwellen aufs genaueste beschreibt, versuchte ich, diese mit Hilfe der

Brillouin Streuung zu analysieren mit dem Ziel, ein Werkzeug zu entwickeln, das die

Berechnung der elastischen Konstanten aus der Winkel-Dispersion der Oberflächenwellen

gestattet. Um die Methode zu überprüfen mass ich die Rayleigh Oberflächenwelle auf der

Basal—Ebene eines Germanium—Einkristalles und schrieb ein Rechnerprogramm, das die

Auswertung der Messungen erlaubt und direkt die elastischen Konstanten liefert. Im

weitem wurden Messungen an der (lll)-Oberfläche von Silizium sowie Untersuchungen

an hexagonalem Kobalt durchgeführt.

Um die vorerwähnte Methode auch für jene Materialien bereitzustellen, die nicht

metallisch reflektieren, habe ich Exerimente an einer metallischen, auf einem Silizium¬

träger aufgebrachten Schicht (CoSi'2), durchgeführt. Damit konnte einerseits der Einfluss

der Schicht auf die Oberflächenwellen untersucht und andererseits die Beobachtbarkeit

der Winkel—Dispersion verifiziert werden, denn diese stellt den Schlüssel zur oben er¬

wähnten Methode dar.

Brillouin Spektroskopie in einer Diamantstempelzelle scheint auf Materialien mit

geringer Opazität beschränkt zu sein. Andererseits ermöglicht es die Molekularstrahl-

Epitaxie auf elegante Weise, Druck auf ein Material auszuüben, weil aufgrund geringer

Gitterfehlanpassungen eine Dehnung hervorgerufen wird. Der letzte Teil des Kapitels PV

beschreibt deshalb Untersuchungen von Oberflächenwellen auf einem CoSi^Si Ueber-

gitter.



I. Inelastic Light Scattering - General Process

Light scattering by long wavelength elastic waves was predicted first by Brillouin

[1.1] in 1922 and Smekal [1.2] for a two Ievel system. The fundamental theory was

formulated by Raman [1.3] and independently by Landsberg and Mandelstam [1.4]. The

first experiments were carried out to study molecular excitations of molecules. Single

crystais were also investigated to gain information about lattice dynamics but due to the

small scattering cross section experiments were limited to transparent materials. In

opaque materials, on the other hand, the scattering volume is strongly reduced and the

intensity of the scattered light is well below the detectability threshold of that time. With

the advent of the laser, however, a powerful monochromatic light source became avail¬

able and obviated these difficulties. With nowadays high quality optical components and

highly sensitive photodetectors in conjunction with state-of-the-art electronics, powerful

spectrometers can be built. The use of multichannel analyzers greatly improved the

signal-to-noise ratio enabling the investigation of opaque materials such as small gap

semiconductors and metals on a routinely base.

Light scattering can not only be used to observe phonons but gives also access to

other elementary excitations such as magnons, plasmons and excitons. It is restricted,

however, to processes with scattering wavevectors close to zero compared with the whole

Brillouin zone. The scattering wavevector \q\ in backscattering geometry cannot be

larger than typically 2.5 • IO-3 A_1 whereas a typical Brillouin zone is of the order of

1 A"1. The energy ränge, on the other hand, covers nearly 7 Orders of magnitude: Raman

processes can be observed in opaque media from about 20 cm-1 (2.5 meV) through

8000 cm-1 (1 eV) and Brillouin experiments with today's equipment can be carried out

from about 0.01 cm-i (300 MHz, 1.2 u.eV) to = 100 cnH (3 THz, 12 meV).



1.1 Phenomenological Theory

A monochromatic light beam is sent onto the sample and refracted into the bulk

according to Fresnel's equations [1.5]. Inside the sample the electric field is given by

Ei = Efei (1.1-1)

with E. =E. ¦cos(K.x-Q.t)
1 10 1 1

where e, denotes the polarization. This field couples to the medium through the

electron-photon interaction, in other words, it modulates the electronic charge clouds. In

the dipole approximation this induces a dipole moment

P = XVEi (1.1-2)

where V is the volume and % the tensor of the electric susceptibility. The osciUating

dipole moment reradiates the power dP into the solid angle dß [1.6]:

dP

dQ

1

4jrc~
p-«. (1.1-3)

where es denotes a unit vector indicating the polarization direction selected by the detec¬

tor. Thus, we get

dP
=

i

dQ 4tcc3 s
K

1 Ei (1.1-4)

Assuming that the susceptibility % is spatially and temporally constant, the time depend-
-» ¦*

ence of p is given solely by EY, i.e it oscillates with frequency Qj and the emitted spec¬

trum contains only the elastically scattered component. The Situation changes, however,

if spatial and temporal fluctuations are present. These fluctuations in % may be due to

defects, impurities and elementary excitations. A collective excitation such as a phonon

u = uq-cos (qx-cot) (1.1-5)
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modulates the interatomic spacings which in turn deform the charge clouds entailing

fluctuations in x*.

X = X° +
du

•u +
I <&

du- du-,
¦n--u.,+ (1.1-6)

The first term again gives the susceptibility in the absence of fluctuations, but the second

term yields after insertion into (1.1-4):

dP1 QjV2
— =

,

dQ %%cJ
e .&.c.
^s -•?

-

au
»

c2 2

.Eio-u0
• cos

¦+ -» -»

(K^X-^+CO)! +COS (K.-ctfx-CQpCD)!

(1.1-7)

Hence, the modulation of x produces two sidebands located at Q;± co, i.e. we get two

inelastically scattered contributions to the emitted spectrum. This is completely analo¬

gous to an amplitude modulated radio transmitter: The speaker's voice modulates the

carrier produeing two sidebands located symmetrically relative to the carrier. The two

sidebands correspond to the energy loss process (Stokes process) and the energy gain

process (Antistokes process), respectively. The energy shift gives the energy of the

elementary excitation involved. The derivative of the susceptibility in (1.1-6) describes

one—phonon Raman scattering and the second derivative obviously two—phonon scatter¬

ing.

The differential scattering cross section is given by

da

dQ

ß4-V2
s

- 4
2c s9u x

•Eio2(u02) (1.1-8)

where (..) means the thermodynamic average.

From equation (1.1-7) we obtain immediately two kinematic selection rules:

i s pn

k = Ki-Ks = ±qph

(1.1-9)

(1.1-10)
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where + denotes the Stokes process and — the Antistokes process, respectively.

Equation (1.1-9) holds, strictly spoken, only for infinite lifetime excitations and

equation (1.1—10) only under two assumptions:

(i) the medium has perfect translation symmetry

(ii) the medium is transparent

The first restriction means, that deviations from translation symmetry due to defects or

impurities relax momentum conservation, giving rise to additional broad peaks from

phonons with q—vectors anywhere in the Brillouin zone. In the extreme case of amor¬

phous materials very broad peaks can be observed only. These defect induced contribu¬

tions actually reflect the one-phonon density of states weighted by a matrix element.

Condition (ii), on the other hand, follows from electrodynamic arguments: In

opaque media absorption destroys translation symmetry perpendicular to the vacuum-

medium interface, i.e. components K- and K are no longer conserved, leading to a

partial breakdown of momentum conservation. This is of minor importance in Raman

scattering but of utmost significance in Brillouin spectroscopy: Peaks from bulk acoustic

phonons in opaque media become severely broadened and smeared out over a whole

energy ränge to such an extent, that a reliable peak energy assignment is not possible

anymore. This effect will be discussed in more detail in chapter PV for Brillouin scatter¬

ing and a way out using surface acoustic waves will be demonstrated.

The classical derivative given above has the advantage to give a vivid picture of

the physics involved but falls short to describe processes more complicated than un-

damped phonons and it does not give Statistical factors. It is obvious, however, that light

scattering occurs whenever fluctuations in the response function (susceptibility) are

present. In the next paragraph we derive the scattering cross section quantum mechani-

cally giving a picture in terms of photon annihilation and creation [1.7].



12 Quantum Theory

The Hamiltonian of our system is given by

" = //rad + Äel-int (1.2-1)

where //rad and //et-iu represent the Hamiltonian of the radiation and the interacting

electrons [1.8]:

Ärad=X^(flW + Z> (1.2-2)

h

H =V l

el-int la 2m7

-» A •* ¦*

Pi-l'^i'V + v (1.2-3)

Separating the interaction of the electrons with the radiation field and using transverse

gauge we obtain:

H = H+ H.t = H. + H. + H-
.

o int rad el int
(1.2-4)

"el = X 2E7
+ V (1.2-5)

^XiTc-V^i'0 (1.2-6)

I have dropped the term in A2 which plays an important role in light scattering from

collective electronic excitations such as plasmons and band electrons but is not of impor-

tance for the subsequent work [1.9]. The vector potential A(r) is given by [1.8]

Ä(r) = ]T
kl

2jtfic *

~TföjpekX
„_

ikr
^

jv -ikr

flke +aht (1.2-7)

where e represents the polarization unit vector and X the polarization. The interaction
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Hamiltonian then becomes

H =-
V

int m J^

1&

2tc?i

IVc^ (cSx*> ahc
ikr

,
t. -ikr

(1.2-8)

The eigenfunctions of Hq are written as |m;n) where |m) is an Eigenfunction of//ei and

jn) an eigenstate of the radiation field. We are considering a scattering process where a

photon (IcA,) is absorbed and a photon (k'V) is emitted. Hence, by using time dependent

perturbation theory to second order we obtain the transition rate [1.8]

W
2*IV<Fl"intlM><Ml'/intlI>

I-»F"JT
M Er]"%

'•«(Ep^Ej) (1.2-9)

The sum runs over a complete set of intermediate states |M). The initial state of the

problem is given by

|I>=|i;n^,n^,)

Ei - Ei+ nkxH + nkA (1.2-10)

where |i) is an eigenstate of the electronic Hamiltonian associated with energy Ej.

An analogous expression holds for the final state |F) and the intermediate states |M).

In order to make the matrix elements non—zero, the intermediate states | M) must

differ by exactiy one photon from initial and final State, respectively. Two different types

of states are possible:

|M1> = |m1;n^-l,n^,)

lM2>=lm2;nk'nk'A.,+1> (1.2-11)
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II > IMt> IF>

II > llfa> IF>

Fig. 1.2-1: Raman scattering process

The former descnbes a process, where the

radiation field first loses a photon (kX) con-

comitant with a transition of the electronic

system from |i) to |mi) immediately fol-

lowed by the creation of a photon (kT) and

a transition |mi) —? |f). In the latter proc¬

ess the order is reversed. These situations

are sketched in fig. (1.2-1). Evaluating

(1.2-9) we obtain

<El"uJD =

2rce2a.
mt n^V

,

n.(n +1)
iv s

'

0)-(Ö
IS

m

<f|es-p|m><m|ei-p|i> <f|c.-p|m><m|eg-p|i>
E.-E +hSü-
im i

E.-E-ftn
l m s

(1.2-12)

where we have used an obvious shorthand notation for the incident and scattered quanta.

Thus

2

<f|es-p|ra)(m|ei-p|i> <f lej-pImXmle^pl i)
do s ,„ ,n

an"«57-(ns+1)"
m

E.-E+h©.
im i Ei-V^s

(1.2-13)

We drop the term ns which is proportional to the number of scattered photons and

describes stimulated Raman scattering [1.7]. Introducing the Raman tensor R we can

write the scattering cross section as:
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da

an vH

aß"X
m

(f|palm)(mlpßli) <f|pß|m)<m|pali>
E.-E+aö).
im 1 Ei-V*°s

(1.2-14)

The second rank tensor R has also been named transition susceptibility and is defined in

the literature to within a numerical factor.

13 Phonon Raman Scattering

By defmition, the states |i), |f) and |m) are electronic eigenstates of Hei

Fluctuations in the solid perturb them and lift their degeneracies:

H .

=H°, + V HVQ-. + ...

:1 el /^ el yqj

QJ

The normal coordinates are defined by [1.10]

(1.3-1)

vqj

TT

2t0j (q)
fr - + tf+ -

qj -qj
(1.3-2)

An eigenfunction | k) then becomes perturbed to first order

(1.3-3)
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Inserting into (1.2-14) we obtain two contributions:

q q -<i -q
n(q)+l + n(-q) (1.3-4)

By comparing this expression with equations (1.1—9) and (1.1-10) we observe that the

first term describes phonon-emission (Stokes scattering process) and is proportional to

(n+\) with n(q) denoting the Bose-Einstein factor. The second term, being proportional

to n, corresponds to phonon-absorption (Antistokes process).

1.4 Raman Scattering other than by Phonons

Obviously, perturbations other than the electron-lattice interaction may equally

well mix the electronic wave functions and can produce inelastic light scattering [1.11].

Single particle and collective excitations of mobile carriers (plasmons) give rise to intra-

band electronic Raman scattering [1.12-15]. Interband light scattering in semimetals and

semiconductors was studied by Mills [1.16] and spin-wave scattering by Fleury [1.17].

Electronic Raman scattering (ERS) by localized electronic states was first sug¬

gested by Elliott and Loudon [1.18]. Since Raman scattering is a two—photon process,

transitions between states of equal parity are allowed. This contrasts with (one-photon)

infrared spectroscopy where electric dipole transitions between states of the same parity

are forbidden. Elliott et. al. pointed out that Raman scattering may be well suited to

investigate low lying states in rare earths. A comprehensive theory of ERS was given by

Koningstein et al. [1.19-22] and will be discussed in chapter///.
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n. Group Theory and Selection Rules

If the target in which the scattering process takes place is a solid made up of a

regulär array of atoms, the partial waves emerging from the charge clouds surrounding

each atom interfere mutually. Depending on the scattering geometry (i.e. on the direction

of the incident light wave, the direction of Observation and the polarizations of both

waves) and the symmetry of the crystal excitation, the partial waves may interfere de-

structively or constructively hence giving rise to selection rules. Thus, for a given crystal

symmetry an excitation may be observable in one direction with a well defined light

polarization but not in an other. As we have seen in the last chapter, an interaction (e.g. a

phonon, spin-orbit interaction or crystal fields) may lift the degeneracies of some states.

Thus, a Classification of the perturbed states and the evaluation of transition matrix

elements is required.

Group theory, dealing with the set of symmetry Operations which form a mathe¬

matical group, is a valuable tool in physics and provides answers to problems such as the

lifting of degeneracies and the Classification of states or selection rules for various proc¬

esses by simple symmetry arguments. Therefore, we can gain insight into a mechanism

without detailed knowledge of the interaction parameters.

The* fundamentals are covered by a number of authors, e.g. [2.1—2]. A general

review of the application of group theory to solid State problems was given by Cracknell

[2.3] and all aspects of group theory related to Raman scattering (RS) in insulating crys¬

tais were treated by Birman in his exhaustive review [2.4].

2.7 Elements of group theory

With every element R of the symmetry group we associate a matrix T(R) such that

the same group multiplication table holds for both sets. The set T(R) again forms a group

and is called a representation F. The trace of T(R) is called its character. A representa-

tion T is reducible if it can be brought into block diagonal form, i.e. if a similarity trans¬

formation exists which unscrambles rows and columns appropriately. Blocks which

cannot be reduced further are called irreducible representations (IR) Tj:
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r = c1r1ec2r2+... = ®ciri (2.1-1)

The coefficients Cj can be computed by decomposing T using character tables [2.5]. If

{R} is a group of coordinate transformations then an isomorphic group {P} of function

transformations is defined by [2.1]:

PÄf(x) = f[i? *x] (2.1-2)

As the Operators {P} commute with the Hamiltonian H we have

^n = P* EnVn

H P^n =EnVn (2.1-3)

Thus, the functions P\|/n are also eigenfunctions of H to the same energy. A representa¬

tion Tn is given by

X,K=\..tn (2.1-4)

where £n denotes the dimension of the subspace belonging to En . The set of l^ degener-

ate eigenfunctions forms a basis for the irreducible representation Tn. After decomposing

T into its IR we find that

(i) the number of energy levels is equal to the number of IR's and each IR

provides a label to classify the State.

(ii) the dimension of each IR gives the degeneracy of each subspace and an

eigenbasis is generated by the protection Operators

/

h
R

(2.1-5)
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(iii) the basis of a direct product representation n

ra®rß = ©vr?
Y

is given by

^=X<«ßiJlTfk>-u?.vP (2.1-6)

U

aß aß
where u and vK form bases for T and TK, respectively. The coupling

coefficients (aßij|yk) are tabulated for all 32 point groups [2.5]. For the

füll rotation group these are the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients or 3/-symbols

[2.6].

(iv) since matrix elements between functions belonging to different IR's are

orthogonal, we find

(f|//|i)=o unisssi rjÄr^^r.Dr{

on rj^r^r^ (2.1-7)

where T\ denotes the identical representation.

22 Selection Rules for Phonon Raman Scattering

Assuming that the electronic part of the initial and final states in (1.2-14) are

identical, the symmetries of the wave functions are determined solely by the phonon

symmetry given by one of the 230 space groups. Since the translation group T is a nor-

mal divisor of the space group S and as q ~ 0 for RS, we are left with the task to carry

out an analysis of the factor group F = S/T. This group, on the other hand, is isomorphic

to the corresponding point group so that the selection rules can be obtained directly from

the point groups by (2.1-7). The elements of the Raman tensor R are just the coupling
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coefficients <aßij|7k) from equation (2.1-6) [2.4, 2.7] and the tensors are tabulated for

all point groups [2.8, 1.9]. They are valid for RS in insulators and semiconductors with

q = 0. In metals another scattering mechanism is possible: an (even-parity) phonon

produces changes in the electronic occupation numbers associated with the relative

displacements of the sublattices giving rise to fluctuations in e(co) [2.9]. Alternatively,

under resonance condition "forbidden" scattering could occur through higher-order multi-

pole terms e.g. the magnetic-dipole or electric-quadrupole interaction [2.10].

23 Selection Rules in Electronic Raman Scattering (ERS)

The initial and final states in electronic RS are always different [2.11] as opposed

to phonon RS. We may rewrite equation (1.2-14)

R<xß=X
m

1 1

+

E.-E+foD. E.-E -tw
im i im s

<fIVß + rßrJi> +

E.-E+hffl. E.-E -foDc.
im i im sJ

•<flrarß-rßrali> (2.3-1)

lm>

li>

lm>

lf>

Fig. 2.3—1: Electronic Raman scatter¬

ing process

The first term is Symmetrie and this is the

usual term for phonon RS. The second

antisymmetric part is zero for phonon RS

since the electronic parts of the wave

functions |i) and |f) are identical. Since

this does not hold for ERS, one expects a

contribution from the antisymmetric tensor

which transforms like an axial (pseudo)

vector. Fig. (2.3-1) illustrates the scattering

process for electronic Raman scattering.
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For the cubic crystal symmetry m3m O^) we now obtain the selection rules by

noting that the dipole Operator in eq. (2.3-1) transforms as a polar vector which in tum

transforms as 1^5 [2.5]. To obtain the transformation properties of the Raman tensor we

compute the symmetrized and antisymmetrized Kroneckerproducts:

H(2) = ri8ri28r25'

[F15]
{2}

= ri5'

From eq. (1.2-14) we get those IR's which can be observed for a given backscattering

geometry and the results are collected in table 2.1. The scattering geometry is listed in

the usual way: a(bc)d means: The laser beam is incident along axis a polarized parallel

to b and the scattered light polarized along c is observed in direction d.

Scattering geometry Tensor components

z(x,x)i rj ©4i\2

z(x,y)z r15, ©r25,

z(x+y,x+y)z ^1®^12®^25'

z(x+y,x-y)z ^12® ^15'

z(x+iy,x+iy)z ^12®^2S'

z(x+iy,x-iy)z I^er^©!^-,

Table 2.1 Observable Raman tensor components in back¬

scattering geometry for symmetry m3m
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m. Raman Scattering in Samarium Monochalcogenides

3.1 Valencefluctuations - Motivation for Raman Investigations

Valence fluctuation phenomena occur in rare earth Compounds in which the

proximity of the 4/-level to the Fermi energy leads to instabilities of the charge configu¬

ration (i.e. the valence) and/or of the magnetic moment [3.1]. In the solid state most rare

earths are trivalent due to the large cohesive energy gained by promoting a 4/-electron

into the bonding State. In the middle of the rare earth row, however, correlation energy

can be gained by Converting to the divalent State and lining up the spins. This is the case

for Sm and Eu. For Tm and Yb at the end of the row the same tendency to complete the

shell by conversion to divalence occurs. Thus, in Compounds with valence instabilities

the bonding states 4f*(5d6s)m and 4fn-1(5d6s)m+1 are nearly degenerate or energetically in

resonance. Since the electron considered stays with the cation but is promoted from the

localized, atomic-like 4/-state to a delocalized 5«i-band state, the 4/—shell seems to have

a non-integral valence [3.2-3]. This has been dubbed intermediate valence or homogene-

ously mixed valence.

The samarium monochalcogenides SmX (X=S, Se, Te) are semiconductors at zero

pressure with Sm being divalent. Its 4f6-configuration displays the very same 7Fj multi-

plet as the free doubly ionized Sm(HI)-ion. Upon applying pressure, the lower conduc¬

tion band edge is lowered and eventually overlaps with the states derived from the 4/-

shell. This hybridization of the 4/-levels of one atom with the 5d-levels of a neighboring

atom triggers the isostructural phase transition to the intermediate valent State. Since the

partial delocalization of an /—electron reduees the Screening of the electrostatic potential

of the core, the transition is accompanied by a dramatic contraction of the NaCl-lattice

(AV/V ~ 16 %). This collapse occurs as discontinuous jump in SmS at 6.5 kbar [3.4] but

is continuous in SmSe and SmTe, respectively.

Bandstructure calculations for SmX [3.5] and both phases of SmS [3.6] reveal, that

the /-d-hybridization takes place at the X point of the Brillouin zone. A more recent

calculation [3.7] for various lattice constants includes relativistic effects too. Though the

spin-orbit coupling used for the /-bands falls short of reproducing the experimentally

observed multiplet structure, it is instruetive to observe how the spin-orbit interaction

disallows band crossings and that with decreasing volume the d-character of the conduc¬

tion band hybridizes its way down through the/—levels.
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Obviously, the modification of the 4f6-configuration at the crossover is of eonsid¬

erable interest. Since electronic Raman scattering enables the Observation of intra-4/-

transitions, it is incentive to use this technique to track down the behavior of the 4/-shell

during the phase transition.

32 The fn-Configuration in Samarium Monochalcogenides

In semiconducting SmS, SmSe and SmTe the ground state configuration of the

divalent Sm-ion is f6
. Due to negligible direct overlap between /—wavefunctions of

neighboring Sm-ions this configuration displays the same spin-orbit split multiplet as the

free Sm(III) ion. The spin-orbit interaction in Russell—Saunders coupling is given by

»»-S«;i>-V5i <3-2-»

where the first rank tensor Operator ?, acts on the orbital moments and S[ on the spin

moments, respectively. Denoting the wavefunctions by \z a;LSJM) or briefiy |LSJM),
we may separate orbital and spin momentum [3.8]

(LSJM |}{¦ s. | L'S'J'M1) = (_)L'+S+J. 8(j,j'). 5(M,M')x

X {S^1}*<LI^iIL*>-<SI«iIS> (3-2-2)

From the triangulär conditions for oy—symbols we obtain

AS = 0, ±1; S+S' = > 1

AL = 0, ±1; L+L" = > 1

and the interaction is diagonal in J and M
,

i.e. the total angular momentum is a good

quantum number. Introducing the N-particle double tensor Operator V^ ' [3.8] we

finally obtain
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J+L+S'
<Ax;LSJM|// | Ax;L'STM'> = (-)J+L+b

• 8(J,J') • 8(M,M'K(nQ x

so

x \t(t+\)(2t+l)- &£,{j • < Ax;LS||V(11)||fa;L'S') (3.2-3)

The reduced matrix elements of V^ '
are tabulated in [3.9] and £(n$ denotes the spin-

orbit parameter containing the radial parts. We are interested in the 7F multiplet, so we

can simplify (3.2-3) for L=L and S=S' and obtain the Landi rule:

<Ax;LSJM |H | Ax;LSJM'> = £• X^ ¦ J(J+1)-L(L+1)-S(S+1)

with 2*^LS = 2'^n^
l(l+l)(2l+l)

L(L+1)(2L+1)S(S+1)(2S+1)

x <Ax;LS||V(11)||Ax;L'S'> (3.2-4)

Reduced spin-orbit matrix elements are also tabulated in a convenient way in [3.10].

This matrix is already diagonal and we obtain the interval rule

EJ+1-EJ = XLS-(J+1> (3-2~5>

If the ion is embedded in a crystal, it feels its surrounding through the crystal field pro¬

duced by the neighboring atoms. The charge density p(x) produces the potential

V=-e-T fd3x-g& (3-2-6)

i
J \*-*-x\

which reflects the crystal symmetry, i.e. the cubic sodium chloride structure in the case

of SmX (X=S, Se, Te). This lifts the degeneracy of the | JM) state partially. Within a

spin-orbit manifold the symmetries and degeneracies of the remaining wavefunctions can

be obtained by subducing the füll rotation group representations D onto the cubic site

group Oh (m3m). The result is given in table 3.1.
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Irreducible representations

0 Fl

1 ri5'

2 ri2®r25'

3 r2®ri5'®r25'

4 ri®ri2®ri5'®r25*

5 ri2®2ri5'®r25'

6 ri®r2®ri2®F15'®2r25'

Tabfe 3.1: Subduction from DJ of S03 to m3m

We observe,, that the first State being split by the crystal field is J = 2. In order to obtain

the Af-mixing within this State we make a multipole expansion of the potential (3.2-6):

HCF^ IBkq^(i)

C^= -^-Y, (Racah tensor)
q J2k+1 Kq

Bko = -e' d3x (-)qpW-^—— (3.2-7)
Kq J q _k+l

r>

with y^q being a spherical harmonic. The crystal field parameters B^q could be computed

from a point charge model [3.11] but this is not adequate here as the surrounding atoms

cannot be approximated by point charges. Extended charge distributions modify the

crystal field parameters considerably with the higher order terms affected strongest. They

may even change their signs [3.12]!
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Since V must have the cubic site symmetry we operate with all symmetry ele¬

ments of the group of the Schrödinger equation on V and obtain:

+ V
L u

JT25
4 ^J

(3.2-8)

Taking matrix elements between the states | JM) yields:

(^;LSJM|ffCF|A;L,S'J,M'> = Y Bk •(A;LSJM|^|A;L,S,J,M,)<^||Ck|K)
kq

with (fli^iio = nl mm-
t k r
000

M = 2/+1 (3.2-9)

where £/ is the unit Operator. Applying the Wigner-Eckhardt theorem and observing that

the electrostatic potential does not act on spins we obtain for cubic symmetry (eq. 3.2-8)

and the special case £ = L = S = 3:

(m\HCF\m') = (-)
J+J'-M+l

x B,
J4 J'l

413 3 3

nö
B

39" "6 333

J6 J

<rom-Jg*

J 4 J'

-M0M*
F7Ö

r j 4 j°

-M4M'

J 4 J'

-M-4M'

J 6 J*

-M0M'

21 J 6 J'

-M4M'

J 6 J'

-M-4M' (3.2-10)

J=2
D',(«)

lZ5'

B483

83ö«

ll>,l-l>,

-L(l2>-l-2»

l12

K»,

^r(ß>+|-2»

For the 7F2 manifold we obtain after

diagonalizing this matrix the terms shown

in fig. (3.2—1). For cubic crystal fields the

raising of the angular momentum

degeneracy is also tabulated in [3.13].

Fig. 3.2-1: 7p2 state split by cubic

crystal field Oh
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33 Raman Scattering at Tkro Pressure

33.1 Experimental Setup

Fig. (3.3—1) sketches the setup of our Standard Raman equipment. An Ar —ion

laser sends a beam of light through a mechanical chopper Ch and a plasma line rejection

filter F. A lens with focal length / = 300 mm and an astigmatic lens focus the light onto

the sample produeing an elliptical spot (about 1.5 mm x 150 lim) in order to match the

entrance slit of the monochromator best. The ineident beam is deflected by mirror M and

sent with oblique ineidence onto the sample mounted on a copper block in a top-load He-

cryostat. The scattered light is collected by a Photographie objective (F/1.2) and imaged

onto the entrance slit of a double monochromator (Ramanor HGl.S, Jobin Yvon) with

holographic gratings (2000 groves per mm, 1 m focal length). The light leaving the

Laser

Desktop
Computer

Helium

Cryostat

Multichannel

Analyzer
Coupling
Electronics

Fig. 3.3-1: Experimental setup of Raman equipment
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monochromator impinges on the cathode of an uncooled photomultiplier (ITT FW-129)

whose signal is amplified in a lock-in amplifier (Ithaco, Dynatrac 391A). A multichannel

analyzer (Promeda, Elscint) accumulates all scans and sends its data through an RS-232

interface to a desktop Computer (Hewlett Packard 9845B) for off-line data analysis. The

associated electronics controls the stepper motor driving the gear engaged to the gratings.

It also adjusts the four slit motors independently of each other.

All samples used were freshly cleaved in an argon glove box prior to transferring

them in a lock Chamber without contact with air to the cryostat.

332 Results for Samariumsulfide

3

u
(d

a

1

269 T=300K

T=200K

SmS

(black)

T=100K

T= 10K

—r"

100

—r~

200 300

Frequency shift (cm"')

Fig. 3.3-2: Raman scattering in

semiconducting SmS

Fig. (3.3-2) shows the Raman spectrum for

SmS at various temperatures. A large but

constant background was subtracted from

each spectrum and the curves are vertically

displaced in the plot. The prominent feature

is the 7F0 —? 7Fi transition at 269 cm-1

(T = 300 K) which decreases in energy with

decreasing temperature. The intensity,

however, decreases with rising temperature

due to the depopulation of the initial State

7Fq, in contrast to non—resonant phonon RS

which obeys Böse—Einstein statistics (eq.

1.3—4). This is an infallible fingerprint of

an electronic intra-4/ excitation. Polarized

measurements show, that this excitation

shows up only in the z(xy)z and

z(x+y, x-y)z scattering geometry but not in

z(xx)z and z(x+y, x+y)z geometry. From

table (2.1) we identify the IR to be r15', i.e.

the antisymmetric tensor component as

discussed in § 2.3. This is in agreement
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with the selection rules given in eq. (2.3-1): From table (3.1) we find the initial state

(7F0) and the final State (7Fi) to belong to 1^ and r15', respectively and the Kronecker

product evaluates to: Ti ® T^' = IV, which is just the component we observe.

All optic phonons in the NaCl structure have odd parity (T^), hence are symmetry

forbidden to first order in the Raman scattering cross section. However, a small defect

induced phonon peak is observable at 200 cm-1.

Fig (3.3-3) shows the spectrum up to 1000 cur1. Apart from the structures al¬

ready discussed we observe the "^ —? 7F2 and 7F0 —? 7F2 transitions at 539 cm-1 and

790 cm-1, respectively. The broad background is due to spurious luminescence from the

03

rO
U

Dl

ö

SmS (black)

T=300 k

X = 5145 Ä

i 1 1 r

200 400 600 800

Frequency shift (cm-1)

1000

Fig. 3.3—3: Room temperature spectrum of black (semiconducting)

SmS up to 1000 cm-*
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cryostat glass Windows and bears no relevance. The 'softening' of the 7Fq —? 7F1 transi¬

tion with decreasing temperature was explained to be due to exchange interaction

[3.14-18]. Raman transitions involving states with / > 2 were not observed in the sulfide

as opposed to the selenide (see next paragraph for discussion).

co

fi
3

rO
U
eö

CO

fi
0)

i

SmS polished

T=300K \]
201

j*\
267

\ 203 277

T=100K 1

274

T= 10K

1 l ¦ i ¦ i ¦ —?

0 100 200 300

Frequency shift (cm"x)

Fig. 3.3^4: Spectra of polished SmS

Mechanically polishing the

black semiconducting SmS

crystais transforms them to the

golden mixed—valent phase.

However, the transformation

takes place at the surface only

and is not complete: about 15%

black, untransformed islands

were reported [3.19]. Light

scattering then shows at best a

mixture of both phases and

gives no conclusive result as

seen in fig. (3.3—4). Broad

structures around 270 cm-1

could be due to the "^ Ievel but

it is not clear whether they

originale from the transformed

or untransformed phase. Thus,

one cannot decide whether the

Russell—Saunders states still

exist in the mixed valent phase.

Again, broad defect-induced phonon bands are seen at about 200 cm-l

Obviously, these experiments do not give a conclusive answer for two reasons.

First, the mixed-valent phase cannot be produced in 'pure' form by the simple polishing

technique, and second the discontinuous transition between the two phases does not allow

to pass over smoothly from one phase to the other in order to see what happens to the

multiplet. The way out of this problem is the use of
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(i) a high pressure cell in order to apply true hydrostatic pressure

(ii) a material that reportedly undergoes a continuous transition, i.e. SmSe.

The next paragraph presents the results obtained from experiments conducted with SmSe

at zero pressure and at various temperatures. Paragraph 3.4 then addresses the high

pressure experiments.

33.3 Raman Scattering in SmSe at Zero Pressure

According to volume vs. pressure and resistivity vs. pressure measurements [3.4,

3.20], SmSe undergoes a continuous isostructural phase transition from the semicon¬

ducting to the mixed-valent State at about 40-50 kbar. Thus, this crystal is the material of

SmSe

CO
•4->
•iM

fi
3

rQ
U

co

Ö
<ü

Ö

285 536 799

*»fr*>M—¦>*»»

T=300K

»Nil«* I%W**»Mp

801

831
T= 10K

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Frequency shift (cm"1)

Fig. 3.3-5: Raman spectra of SmSe at T = 10 K and 300 K

choiee to analyze the 7F states at the incipient transition. At zero pressure the rare earth

ions carry a 4f6-configuration split by the spin-orbit interaction into a septet (/ = 0...6)

with J = 0 being the ground State in agreement with Hund's rules [3.18]. Fig. (3.3-5)
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shows the ERS spectrum at T = 300 K and 10 K. We observe the 7F0 —» 7Ft transition at

285 cm-i (T = 300 K) which softens to 270 cm-1 at 10 K in the same way as in SmS. The

energy of the 7F2 Ievel, on the other hand, is not affected by temperature. Again, at

300 K we observe at 536 cm-1 the "^ —? 7F2 excitation.

co
-4->
•IM

§

rQ
u

cö

•f4

CQ

C
©

800

SmSe

T=50K

1504

M***^^

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500

Frequency shift (cm~l)

Fig. 3.3-6: Intra-4/-excitations / = 0 —? /'= 1...4

In contrast to SmS, however, the higher /-levels (/ > 2) can be observed in SmSe. Fig.

(3.3-6) shows all transitions between /= 0 and J' = 1..4 at various temperatures. Again,

the flat background is due to cryostat window luminescence; this was verified by

changing the laser wavelength: the luminescence then shifts in the Raman spectrum by

the same amount as the laser frequency but the Raman lines, of course, display still the

same Raman shifts.
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It is worth noting, that the energies of the septet closely obeys the Lande-rule (eq.

3.2—5) matching the free ion values for Sw(III) to within a few percent [3.21]. Electronic

transitions up to /' =6 were reported for this system [3.22]. This raises the question, why

these transitions can be observed at all: The theory of ERS [1.19-22] predicts a selection

rule AJ < 2 by the following arguments:

Let's express the polarizability tensor a in irreducible spherical components

instead of cartesian coordinates in order to simplify the application of 'Clebsch-Gordan-

technology'. The relationship is given by a unitary transformation [1.20]:

CtQ=XTKQ'V; K=0,1,2;Q=-K...+K (3.3-1)

pa

We must take matrix elements between states in the Russell-Saunders coupled repre¬

sentation |fna;LSJM). The procedure is similar to the crystal field calculation in the

previous paragraph:

(f | <£| i) « <fncc;LSJM11&| fna;L'STM') =

(-)
J-M J K J' ,K

M Q M'J *(fn(X;JLSI ^Q1fna;J'L'S,> (3-3_2)

and since U is an orbital Operator, the reduced matrix element becomes

(fna;JLS|f/Q|fna;J*L,S') =

= (_)L+S+J'+K.5(SjS,)i mm • { j.f j] • <f«a;L||£/K||fna;S'> (3.3-3)

Since K < 2 we obtain:

AL<2; AS=0; AJ<2 (3.3-4)

The last rule now is obviously violated in SmSe. However, Grünberg et al. [3.23] pointed

out, that a strong crystal field may relax this selection rule by virtue of /-mixing. Inspec-

tion of the crystal field matrix given above (eq. 3.2-10) reveals, that levels with ./ > 3

indeed contain admixtures of lower lying / states thus making ERS allowed. This is
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anaiogous to the 'forced dipole' transitions in crystais without inversion symmetry, where

admixtures of odd parity states makes forbidden dipole transitions weakly allowed

[3.24-25].

Electronic Raman scattering can also

be observed on the Antistokes side

as shown in fig. (3.3—7). The inten-

sity ratio IStokes 7 Wokes Ä 4

reflects the occupation numbers of

the initial states which are inter-

changed in the two processes. The

Boltzmann factors at T = 300K for

the 7Fq-7Fi two-level system are

Po = 0.8 and p\ = 0.2, respectively,

thus po/pi = 4 as found experimen-

tally.

It is worth to point out two other

features found in these spectra. First,

we observe at 830 cm-1 a weak

additional peak. Its temperature

dependence (fig. 3.3—8) proves its

electronic nature and polarized

measurements reveal that it shows
-» -?

up in the e^± es geometry as opposed to the much stronger peak at 800 cm-1. Thus, this

weak peak is probably the crystal field split substate displayed in fig. (3.2—1).

i

Antistokes Stokes

,

i
3 284

i
R 1
/ a \
1 -s V

-284 / ö

i i i i i

v
1 1

Wikiti

1 1 !-?

-400 -200 0 200

Frequency shift (cm-1)

400

Fig. 3.3-7: 7Ft excitation on Stokes and

Antistokes side at T = 300 K

Besides the electronic transitions, another discovery was made at T = 10 K (fig.

3.3-5). Three overtones of a multiphonon excitation are seen at 178 cm-1, 356 cnr1 and

551 cm4, respectively. The broad structure at 551 cm-1 actually conceals two different

excitations as established with the measurements shown in fig. (3.3—9). The intensity of

the 7Fj —? 7F2 peak at 535 cm-1 increases with rising temperature due to increased TFj

population whereas at 10 K the third multiphonon overtone at 551 cm-1 is observed

exciusively. At an intermediate temperature of 100 K both excitations are clearly discern—
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Fig. 3.3-8: Temperature dependence of

satellite peak at 830 cm-1

the radiation recombination probability decreases

ible. The multiphonon emission can

be explained in terms of a cascade

process [3.26—27] and was also

observed in the Eu and Yb chalco-

genides [3.28]: The excited photo-

electron makes a transition to a real

intermediate State and emits a

cascade of LO-phonons mediated by

the Fröhlich interaction. After each

step the electron can recombine

radiatively with the hole left behind

in the /-shell and it is this radiation

which is observed in the Raman

spectra. The LO-phonon has indeed

an energy of 180 cm-1 as inferred

from Raman scattering in

Sm.95La.05Se [3.22]. The Observation

of the multiphonon emission, how¬

ever, is feasible at low temperature

only since with increasing kT a

growing number of thermal relaxa-

tion Channels open up and the photo-

excited electrons thermalize pre¬

dominantly with the lattice whence

rapidly (thermal quenching).
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Fig. 3.3—9: Split off of third multiphonon

overtone and 7Fi —? 7F2 electronic excitation.

Lines mark characteristic energies
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3.4 Electronic Raman Scattering in SmSe under High Pressure

The main question we wanted to deal with was the 7F,—multiplet's behavior at the

semiconductor-to-mixed—valent phase transition. Applying pressure to the crystal de¬

creases the interatomic spacing hence increases the crystal field and subsequentiy the

Splitting of the 5d-conduction band into components I^' and T^, respectively, where

T251 is lower in energy [3.19]. As the barycenter of the conduction band remains virtually

unaffected, the lower band edge gradually closes the 4/-5o,-gap.

It is a general finding, that ERS transitions can be observed only if the energies of

the excited states lie within the gap. This is the reason why all intra-multiplet transitions

were observable in SmSe: the highest Ievel 7F$ has an energy of « 4000 cm-1 (0.5 eV)

[3.22] and is located just below the 5d-conduction band edge (0.5 eV above 4/ (7F0)).

As a matter of fact, the first excited

State in the multiplet is only 35 meV

above the ground State, indicating

that it plays an important role in the

phase transition. A first attempt to

answer this question by ERS was

made by Güntherodt et al. using

Sm^YxSe [3.22]. They used chemi¬

cal pressure to drive the crystal into

the metallic State, i.e. by substituting

Sm2+ ions by Y^+ which has a

smaller ionic radius. Consequently,

the lattice parameter shrinks and therefore mimics pressure. Fig. (3.4—1) shows a

pseudo-pressure scale for SmSe as a function of x in Smi_xYxSe, deduced from the lattice

constants of the solid Solution system [3.29—30] and the pressure vs. volume relationship

of SmSe [3.41]. This scale is intended to give a hint about the size of the chemical

pressure. For. the 7Fi—Ievel a strong broadening and a shift in energy towards lower

values was found with increasing concentration x [3.22]. This was interpreted to be due

to 4f-5d hybridization at the configuration crossover.

t 1 r

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

!—?*

(Sm^Y.Se)

Fig. 3.4-1: Pseudo-pressure scale for SmSe

The question is, however, whether the solid Solution system Smi-xYxSe is really

equivalent to the metallic phase of SmSe since Güntherodt et al. [3.31] remarked, that
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upon substitutiv divalem Sm by fr/valent Y one donates one additional electron per Y*+-

ion. Since it is necessary to replace up to 25% of the cations just in order to get an

observable effect one suspects that this large amount of additional charge carriers

influences the phase transition, making Interpretation of data ambiguous. Therefore, in

order to unveil what really happens to the first excited state 7Fi under true hydrostatic

conditions, we measured the intra-^/ transitions to this State in a diamond anvil cell

(DAC).

3.4.1 Experimental Setup - Diamond Anvil Cell

This paragraph describes the Diamond anvil cell (DAC) used in our high pressure

experiments. The entire field of its application to high pressure research is covered by the

review articles of Jayaraman [3.32-33].

TRANSLATING
DIAMONO
MOUNT PLATE

GASKET

DIAMOND
ANVILS

8ELLEVILLE

SPRING

WASHERS-

o

The DAC used for my

experiments is basically

the NBS cell (fig. 3.4-2)

[3.34-35]. Force is

produced by compressing

the spring washers by

turns of the screw. A

lever—arm system magni-

fies the applied force and

transmits it to the pres¬

sure plate which bears

against the movable

piston. The lower dia¬

mond is attached to a hemispherical mount and can be tilted in its socket by means of

three adjustment screws to insure parallelism of the diamond anvil flats as determined by

an optical interference fringe pattern. The upper stationary anvil mount can be translated

for centering purposes by three symmetrically located adjusting screws and is locked in

TILTING

DIAMOND
MOUNT

HEMISPHERE

EXTENDED

PISTON

'PRESSURE PLATE BEARING

•PRESSURE PLATE

Fig. 3.4-2: NBS diamond cell, from [3.32]
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position by two pulling screws on top of the cell. The high refractive index of diamond is

responsible for eonsiderable reflection loss at each diamond-air interface (~ 17 %). At

near normal ineidence these high intensity reflections enter the monochromator and

swamp the whole spectrum due to the limited contrast of the instrument. In addition,

light reflected by the steel walls of the cell excite tremendous parasitic diamond fluores¬

cence concealing the weak Raman lines completely. Hence, all reflections within the cell

must be lead out and blocked prior to reaching the monochromator. To achieve this, a

less acute angle of ineidence was mandatory. Furthermore, a larger exit aperture for the

scattered light was needed in order to couple the weak signal as efficient as possible to

the monochromator.

Backing
plate

Steel

sleeve

Diamond

anvil

Lateral

slit

Sapphire

Fig. 3.4—3: Modified backing plate

erosion. The anvils were cemented onto the sapphire and moving piston, respectively

A bore was spark—eroded into the

backing plate of the upper diamond

(fig. 3.4-3) and a cylindrical sap¬

phire (0 6.4 mm, height 3.1 mm)

surrounded by a slightly conical

sleeve made of steel was pressed

into the bore with the force of a few

tons [3.36]. The radial tension

Supports the sapphire and avoids

failure under uniaxial stress up to

some ten kilobars. In addition, two

lateral slits for the laser beam were

cut into the backing plate by spark

Diamond luminescence was another problem I had to cope with. Depending on

the optical quality of the anvils, extremely strong and broad luminescence bands are

excited by the laser beam, dwarfing the minute Raman lines [3.37]. About two dozens of

preselected high pressure anvils and jewelry diamonds were carefully screened for low

luminescence. The best stones (in terms of luminescence) were found to be high-quality

white jewelry diamonds from a local dealer. The 1/3-carat anvils were brilliant cut with

eulet-tips ground flat.

Pressure was measured in the cell by means of the Standard ruby scale [3.38]. The

sharp—line, red (R-line) luminescence of ruby shifts nearly linear with applied pressure.
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For excitation the blue line of an HeCd-laser (442 nm) or alternatively of an Ar -laser

(458 nm) was used. The ruby scale was fitted by Piermarini et al. [3.39] to Decker's

equation for NaCl to obtain an empirical formula up to 195 kbar: the R\ ruby line at

6927 Ä shifts by -0.753 cm-1 kbar-1. A small neon glow-discharge lamp which emits a

strong line at 6929 Ä close to the ruby emission provided a convenient calibration mark¬

er. A ruby chip of appropriate size was placed into the hole of a metal gasket cemented

to the movable piston. The hole in the gasket with diameter 200 um was fabricated by

spark erosion and provided the Containment for a hydrostatic medium.

There were some problems with leaking steel gaskets probably due to brittleness.

This was cured by using gaskets made of Nimonic Alloy 90 (Wiggin Alloys Ltd.), cold-

rolled and spring—hard (Vickers hardness 465 kp/mm2). The gaskets had an initial thick-

ness of 200 |im and were not pre-indented prior to drilling the hole.

The SmSe crystal to be investigated was cleaved until a square shaped specimen

with an edge length of about 65 um and a thickness of about 20 u:m with perfectly

smooth surface was obtained. Since vignetting of the sample occurred when using larger

angles of ineidence, it became necessary to devise a technique allowing to attach the

crystal with a small dab of glue at one corner only onto the culet of the upper diamond

and sliding the carefully aligned gasket over it. This was followed by filling the gasket

hole with the pressure transmitting fluid and sealing the cell by moving the piston plate

to the upper diamond and tightening the screw.

It turned out, however, that the customary used pressure transmitting mixture 4:1

of methanohethanol, being hydrostatic up to 100 kbar [3.40], photo—corroded the SmSe

crystais under the influence of the laser beam. This Situation has been obviated by re¬

ducing the laser power to 5 mW and using 1:1 pentanäsopentan (hydrostatic up to

70 kbar [3.40]) which is free of this shortcoming even at higher laser intensities. In order

to detect the remaining low—intensity radiation from the intra—4/—transitions, long inte¬

gration intervals were mandatory: about 1500 scans were aecumulated for each spectrum.

Subsequentiy, a large but constant background was subtracted off each spectrum and used

for proper normalization. For the Raman experiments the DAC was mounted on an

optical bench designed specifically for this purpose. The bench was attached directly to

the monochromator and the paths of ineident and scattered light could be controlled
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independently from each other by means of finely threaded screws. White-light Illumina¬

tion from the back and a viewing telescope allowed to peek directly at the sample inside

the cell and enabled precise beam control to correct for small beam pointing instabilities

of the laser during the long scanning cycles.

3.42 Results
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Fig. 3.4-4: High pressure Raman

spectra of the 7F0 —? 7Fi transition in

SmSe. See text for details.

The spectra of the 7Fq —» 7Fi transi¬

tions at 284 cm-1 in the pressure ränge

from 0 to 37 kbar are shown in fig.

(3.4-^). The wiggles in the wings on

both sides and the peak at 270 cmr1

were identified in a subsidiary experi¬

ment without sample in the cell to

stem from the pressure transmitting

liquid and the sample compartment.

Rather unexpectedly, the / = 0 —? 1

peak disappears after a small decrease

in intensity abruptly at (31 ±2) kbar

but shows neither renormalization nor

broadening right up to the change-

over pressure. Several measurements

were carried out in the pressure region

around 31 kbar (not all of them shown

in the figure) but there is no discerni-

ble remnant of the excitation beyond

this pressure. Due to mechanical

relaxations in the DAC it was not

feasible to find out whether there is

any hysteresis; the value given above

is valid for the presourizing cycle.
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Unfortunately, an investigation of the J = 0 —? 2 excitation was impeded by the pressure

transmitting liquid which has some strong Raman active modes of its own just in the

region around 800 cm-1 masking the weak / = 2 peak completely. Possibly, an other

transmitting medium could make this Ievel amenable to ERS under high pressure too; a

promising candidate may be argon which can easily be filled in by cooling the cell down

in a liquid nitrogen bath and condensing argon into the sample room. Upon closing the

clamp and allowing it to warm up to room temperature, argon becomes trapped. Though

argon forms a clear, colorless single crystal at (11.5 ±0.5) kbar [3.41], it acts as

hydrostatic medium up to at least 80 kbar because it recrystallizes immediately whenever

pressure is changed [3.41]. Besides, the inertness of rare gases guarantees that even

chemically sensitive samples could be investigated.

J2
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¦8

m

a

3
d

Sm.« CeM Se
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Fig. 3.4-5: Spectrum of Sm.75Ce.25Se. Note

the softening of the 7Fi peak

The sudden disappearance of the

/ = 1 peak (or its sudden drop below

the detectability threshold) was

puzzling at first glance. On the other

hand, since no precursory softening

takes place as reported in the solid

Solution Sm\-xYxSe, we suspected the

additional electrons from Y3+ to be

responsible for this effect and not

lattice pressure as claimed. There¬

fore, we also measured the zero

pressure Raman spectra of a

Sm.-j5Ce.25Se crystal whose lattice

constant is 6.131 Ä at zero pressure

[3.42]. This must be compared to

6.1975 Ä for SmSe at p = 0 and

6.03 A at p = 30 kbar, respectively

(interpolated from [3.43]). Thus, in

this crystal the dopant does not exert

any substantial lattice pressure but

simply donates additional electrons

in much the same way as does

yttrium im Smi-xYxSe. As shown in
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fig. (3.4-5), one observes the same softening of the / = 1 Ievel as in the Y doped sample

[3.22], whence it is evident that the softening in question is in fact not an effect of

pressure-induced 4f-5d hybridization but comes in by a coupling of the /— with the

artificially introduced conduction electrons. One also notices some peaks due to phonons

which are now Raman allowed because of the small lattice distortion generated by the

cerium ions.

35 Conclusions

We have demonstrated that the first excited spin-orbit Ievel in SmSe does not

soften in a true hydrostatic environment when passing through the critical pressure ränge.

From the check measurements with a solid Solution crystal Sm.-j5Ce.25Se we conclude

that the previously reported softening in Sm\-xYxSe is due to the electrons donated by the

dopant and is possibly caused by Screening or exchange interaction. Furthermore, we

observed an abrupt vanishing of the 7F0 —¦+ 7Fj transition at a markedly sharp change-

over pressure. This is paralleled by data obtained from SmS by inelastic neutron

scattering [3.44]. These authors found the / = 0 —-? 1 excitation to disappear without

preceding softening at the transition pressure where SmS, unlike SmSe, makes a

discontinuous jump to the mixed-valent regime.

From the zero pressure gap (0.46 eV [3.4] and the gap closing rate (-11 meV/kbar

[3.43, 3.45]) we infer the remaining gap at 32 kbar to be approximately 100 meV which

is larger than the / = 1 energy (35 meV). This means that the /-d-interaction is strong

enough to break down Russell—Saunders coupling even if there is no immediate reso¬

nance between/— and d—states. Possibly, the increased ligand admixture breaks down the

Hund's-rule ground State and a new ground State is formed which takes into account also

the angular momentum and spin of the itinerant electrons.

This explanation is supported by the model of Kikoin [3.46—48] describing the

mixed-valent phase of SmS by an exciton-like State being the collective ground State of

the whole crystal (and not just the usual exciton liquid made up of bound electron-hole

pairs). He arrives at a picture of reconstructed f-shell states in the collapsed phase of

mixed-valent SmS. The 7F symmetry is retained but the radial part of the wavefunction
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is changed due to strong rf-admixture. Thus, the levels of the "blown-up" mixed-valent

Orbitals could be shifted in energy out of the spectral window investigated in my meas¬

urements. Besides, the overlap of the conduction band with an excited state of the

exciton may trigger an instability well before the gap is reduced to zero under pressure

[3.46].

On the other hand, the exciton-like collective ground State is not valid for cation

substituted Systems Sm\-xMexS [3.48] because of the donation of additional electrons. In

solid Solution Systems the softening of the / = 1 Ievel is caused by the Screening influ¬

ence of the conduction electrons donated by Me3+, hence the "chemical pressure" State is

by no means tantamount to the true pressure—induced mixed-valent state.
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IV. Brillouin Spectroscopy

4.1 Basic Concepts

The Instrumentation for Brillouin spectroscopy (BS) is quite different from the

Raman equipment since grating monochromators by far do not provide enough stray light

suppression. Referring to fig. (3.3—5) we observe that below about 30 cm-1 no feature can

be resolved. Brillouin spectroscopy, on the other hand, easily handles frequency shifts of

about 0.1 through 50 cm-1. For this reason, BS is done exciusively with Fabry-Perot (FP)

resonators.

The Fabry-Perot interferometer (FPI)

makes use of multiple reflections between

two plane parallel surfaces of high reflec¬

tion with spacing L (fig. 4.1—1). The Output

of the FPI consists of a series of peaks

whenever there is constructive interference

within the cavity, i.e. if

L = n- (4.1-1)

Fig. 4.1—l:.Fabry-Perot resonator.

for perpendicular ineidence 0 = 7t/2. If one

of the mirrors is moved by means of

piezoelectric transducers so that L varies by

8L ~ 1 pjn,,we obtain a tunable filter. The transmission T is given by the Airy—function

(fig. 4.1-2) [4.1]

T =

1

4F 2
1 + =£-sinZ(<]>/2)

<)> = —-2L-cos9

X
(4.1-2)

Obviously, the single FPI suffers from overlapping of Orders. The spacing between two
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subsequent transmission maxima is calledfree spectral ränge (FSR) Av:

Av = — c: speed of light
2L

(4.1-3)

i-max

Lmin

Fig. 4.1-2: Airy transmission function

The minimal resolvable bandwidth (MRB) 5v is the FWHM of each peak. The finesse F

is now defined in terms of Av and 8v:

F =
^
5v

(4.1-4)

and is related to the mirror reflectivity by [4.1]

F =
_7tVR~

1-R
(4.1-5)

The ratio between the maximum and the minimum transmission is named contrast C

C =

Tmax 4F2
-~T~

T . tC
min

(4.1-6)
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The resolving power P (spectral resolution, resolvance) is

P =

8v
(4.1-7)

It is evident from (4.1-2), that variations in 9 change the transmitted wavelength X too,

and that a beam stop must be placed properly in front of the FP in order to select some

wavelengths. This part plays the same role as the entrance slit in a grating mono¬

chromator but since the dispersion of the FPI is radial, one uses an annular hole instead

of a slit. The dependence of 5v on 9 is found from (4.1-2):

8v
=
8(cos 9)

s d(c()S e)
v cos 9

(4.1-8)

If the hole subtends a small angle oc at the FPI, we have

d(cos 9)
(«/2)'

(4.1-9)

whence

8 v P

(4.1-10)

"1
I

The angle oc is the acceptance angle. The

etalon field stop is realized by a pinhole PH

placed in front of the collimating lens with

focal length / (fig. 4.1-3). The pinhole

diameter then becomes

d = fa = f-

p

(4.1-11)

Fig. 4.1—3: Collimation optics of

source optical system.

The entrance pupil of the spectrometer is

defined by the aperture stop AS which

limits the area S of the ray bundles passing

through the interferometer. The entrance

and exit pinhole must be properly chosen, otherwise serious distortions appear in the

spectrum.
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An important system parameter is the itendue E (also called luminosity, through-

put or light-grasp) and defines how much light may pass through the spectrometer:

E = SQ =-Sa2 (4.1-12)

where Qs is the solid angle subtended by the pinhole at the aperture stop. The product

E-P = 2tiS (4.1-13)

is a system invariant (Helmholtz—Lagrange invariant) since it is proportional to the area

S. Thus we are confronted with the usual design decision whether we want high through-

put or high resolvance.

The mirrors, however, are not perfectly flat as stipulated but show some curvature

from grinding and polishing. Thus one defines a surface finesse [4.1]

F =- (4.1-14)
s

2

for a rnirror flat to X/m. In addition, the pinhole transmission is diffraction limited and a

diffraction finesse Fd is attributed to it [4.1]. The füll instrumental function of the FPI

then is a complicated function of F, Fs and Fd and is treated in some detail in the article

ofChabbal[4.2].

For highest contrast and best resolution the finesse F must be made as large as

possible hence one is tempted to make the reflectivity of the mirrors as large as possible.

However, this has the drawback that the small absorption in the mirrors would rapidly

reduce the transmission to zero. A better way to increase the finesse is to multipass the

interferometer, i.e. by placing multiple etalons in series thus decreasing the width of the

overall transmission function and limiting insertion loss to a minimum [4.3-4]. For a

iV-pass interferometer we have [4.5]
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TN = TN;

C =CN-

FN =

\2^Q
(4.1-15)

The throughput of a multipass interferometer of a given contrast is considerably greater

than that of a hypothetical single pass FP of the same contrast [4.6]. In order to get the

required high contrast, the parallelism of the mirrors must be maintained to about 0.1 see

of are and the plate spacing L (» 50 ptm through 50 mm) must be controllable to within

50 X. In a multipass configuration synchronized Operation to within these limits is re¬

quired, a goal which cannot be achieved with separate mirror pairs since piezoelectric

transducers show non-linearities of the order of 100 Ä per |im. Fortunately, the elegant

design of John Sandercock of routing the beam several times through one and the same

mirror pairs by folding the beam with

corner-eube prisms eliminates this problem

completely. Non—linearities are compen-

sated by an electronic feedback loop using

a capacitor to measure the scan amplitude.

Thermal drift and minute vibrations, how¬

ever, distort parallelism of the interfero¬

meter plates within a few minutes pro¬

dueing severe deterioration of the transmis¬

sion function. Therefore, an additional

feedback loop actively controls and adjusts

the mirrors after each scan (- 1 see) by

means of piezostacks to maintain optimum

Performance during hours.

Fig. 4.1-^: Tandem Fabry-Perot

interferometer.

The comb-like transmission function of the FPI leads to ambiguities due to the

overlap of interferometer orders, i.e. Brillouin lines with energy higher than the selected

FSR are folded into the order under Observation and Stokes and Antistokes excitations of

neighboring orders overlap. The ingenious invention of tandem Operation cured this

problem (fig. 4.1-4): The light bündle is passed through two separate pairs of mirrors
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with slightly different spacings Li and L^,

respectively, selecting different orders in

both resonators. Multiplying the individual

transmission functions produces an

overlap—free overall transmission function

T apart from some small instrumental

ghosts ("camers humps") (fig. 4.1-5). Both

FP's must be scanned simultaneously and

fully synchronized. The elegant design of

Sandercock [4.7] for a tandem multipass

Fabry-Pirot interferometer arranges the

FP's in a vernier system where one mirror

of each interferometer is mounted on one

and the same base plate which in turn is

scanned by a single piezostack. It is clear

from (4.1-1) that for a given wavelength

increment the changes 8Li and 8L2 of the

mirror spacings must satisfy 8Li/8L2 = Li/L2 .
If the second interferometer is adjusted

such that L2 = Li-cos oc, then this condition is obviously satisfied.

Fig,

Frequency

4.1—5: Combined transmission

function of tandem interferometer. Both

resonators are assumed to have a

finesse F = 10.

42 Experimental Setup

Fig. (4.2-1) shows an overview of my experimental setup. A single mode single

frequency Ar —laser with temperature controlled intra—cavity etalon sends a light beam

through the acoustooptic modulator AOM, a polarization restoring prism (PSP) and a

phase retardation plate (A/2). The beam is focused by means of a fast objective onto the

sample. The acoustooptic modulator, controlled by the interferometer control unit (ICU),

deflects the beam during programmable parts of each interferometer scan to a beam stop

S thus acting as a fast shutter to protect the photomultiplier from overload. The light

intensity during on and off condition can be adjusted separately. The phase retardation

plate allows to rotate the polarization of the incident beam. The sample support girder is
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Fig. 4.2—1: Experimental setup of Brillouin spectrometer

designed as tilt and swivel double axis holder and provision was made to allow precise

alignment of the sample in all three directions by means of micrometer screws. The

scattered light is collected by a Photographie objective (F/1.8) selected to have low

insertion loss. A high quality objective is mandatory since spherical aberration and coma

could seriously distort the spectra. All other lenses used in the system are achromatic.

The scattered light is then focused to the entrance pinhole (PH) by means of lens L2. The

two mirrors in front of the pinhole allow to image the focus of L2 exactiy into the pinhole

and to adjust the direction of the chief ray to lie within the acceptance angle oc, being

about 10 minutes of are. On exit, the analyzed light is sent onto the cathode of a photo¬

multiplier (PM) selected to have a very low dark count rate. The spectra are accumulated

in a desktop Computer programmed as multichannel analyzer (MCA). Not shown but

indispensable is a small oscilloscope used to make the daily setup and control settings

and to supervise the flawless Operation of the whole spectrometer during Operation.
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The interferometer electronics comprises the high voltage supply for the PM, the

counting electronics, the data transmission interface to the Computer with error

surveillance and a control unit guaranteeing synchronized Operation of interferometer and

multichannel analyzer. For a more comprehensive list of features and capabilities see the

appendix.

All optical parts are located on a distortion-free holographic table elevated by

compressed air in order to prevent the resonators from picking up low frequency (~ 1 Hz)

building vibrations and impact sound. The spectrometer itself is placed in a black box

with removable cover and easily detachable side walls to simplify system maintenance.

The box isolates the photomultiplier form ambient light and protects the resonators from

sound waves transmitted by air. The whole spectrometer is surrounded by black curtains

for improved room light suppression and to prevent the table surface from picking up

vibrations due to air drafts. Provision was also made to isolate the table from vibrations

stemming from the cooling water running through the laser head.

Fig. (4.2-2) allows a closer look at the inner part of the spectrometer. The light to

be analyzed enters the spectrometer by pinhole PH\ located at the focal point of lens Lj

which collimates the ray bündle to a diameter of 12 mm. It is then sent the first time

through the Fabry-Perot resonator FP\. The dashed components are used for alignment

purpose and are moved out of the light path during measurement. The light is then

deflected by folding mirror M& to the second resonator FP2. This mirror is intentionally

slightly detuned by a few interference fringes to spoil the parasitic second cavity between

FPi and FP2 which otherwise would have a disastrous effect. The corner cube prism CC

reflects the ray bündle and routes the light vertically displaced a second time through

FP2, Ms and FPi. Lens Li acts now together with mirror M2 as a cat's-eye. The tilt of M2

displaces the beam again vertically and horizontally and sends it a third time through

both Fabry-Perot's. The pick-up mirror M7 finally deflects the light to the Amici prism

AP used to reject Raman lines. Lens Li focuses the collimated beam into exit pinhole

PH2 selecting the proper interferometer order.

The daily initial setup adjustments are made by means of elements M4, M5, and

the beam Splitters BS\ and JBS2, the latter having an addition aluminum coated area on its

back side acting as a mirror. These elements are all mounted on a precision translation

stage to be slid into the beam path when required. This allows the independent

adjustment of each resonator and in a second step the relative adjustment of FP2 with
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Fig. 4.2-2: Detail drawing of tandem multipass Brillouin spectrometer.
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respect to FPi. A number of light bafiles (not shown in the drawing) are inserted at

suitable places to blocV unwanted stray light from reflecting surfaces and to avoid

crosstalk between different passes. The etolon spacings are aligned by means of a small

DC motor with reduction gear.

43 Scattering from Bulk Acoustic Fluctuations

kt

A sound wave travelling through a crystal

modulates the interatomic spacings and

therefore the refractive index (elasto-optic

or photoelastic effect). This periodic

modulation forms a 3-dimensional grating

moving through the crystal with the speed

of sound v (fig. 4.3-1). The Bragg scattered

light experiences a Doppler-shift

Fig. 4.3-1: Brillouin scattering by

means of the photoelastic effect.

Av = --2-sin(<]>/2)
X

(4.3-1)

where X. is the light wavelength in the

medium. The change in the dielectric function e induced by the strain can be described

by [4.8]

-1
3u.

3x„
1

T\

(4.3-2)

where p denotes Pockel's elasto-optic tensor. Differentiating the identity

e 1e=l

yields [4.8] 8eaß = -££ <*<>VV;W (e0)öß-
pa yn

du.

ax_

(4.3-3)

(4.3^1)
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A fundamental distinction between Raman and Brillouin processes becomes

evident. At the zone center (q = 0) the optic modes correspond to an out-of-phase

motion of the sublattices against each other, i.e. an internal Vibration within each unit

cell. Hence for Raman scattering from optic modes it is unimportant that q is not

identically zero and the selection rules computed by a factor group analysis at q = 0 are

correct. This is not true for BS, however, because acoustic phonons at q = 0 correspond

to a rigid translation of the crystal as a whole and cannot perturb the dielectric constant.

->

Thus, the fact that we can nevertheless observe the Brillouin effect is only because q * 0.
-» -

We can definitely not deal with BS in the q —* 0 limit. The Brillouin tensors T unlike the
¦+ -» -»

Raman tensors depend on q as well as on e^and es. They are defined by Convention [4.9]

8i = quf (4.3-5)

where u and q denote the absolute value of the phonon amplitude and wavevector,

respectively. These tensors are tabulated in terms of the Pockels constants for all crystal

classes and a number of selected q-directions [4.9] using the compacted 6x6-maxrix

notation. The scattering intensity for the y—th acoustic mode then becomes

rJ Vt-S
2

(4.3-6)

where the phonon wavevector q enters implicitly through index j.

Indeed, excitations other than phonons may also show up in BS. Scattering from

bulk and surface thermal magnons (Damon-Eshbach modes [4.10]) were investigated

theoretically or experimentally e.g. by [4.11—16] and microwave excited magnons by

[4.17]. Theoretical work also deals with BS from crystais in the hydrodynamic region

[4.18], entropy fluctuations in dielectric crystais [4.19] and coupled acoustic-thermal

modes [4.20].
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4.4 BS from Thermal Bulk Phonons - the Problem of Opacity Broadening

4.4.1 Silicon Substrate

A typical spectrum from bulk acoustic phonons in a Silicon single crystal is shown

in fig. 4.4-1. Each scan ran over six orders (i.e. three free spectral ranges (FSR's) on both

sides of the laser line). Instrumental ghosts from the tandem spectrometer ("camel's

humps") are removed in this and all subsequent spectra for clarity. All spectra are shown

"as is", i.e. no curve smoothing procedures were applied. The bulk LA and TA phonons

are seen at 142 GHz and 92 GHz, respectively. The sharp needle like peaks labelled R

originate from the Rayleigh surface wave and will be discussed in a later chapter.

For 180 -backscattering we obtain the phase velocity v from eq. (4.3-1):

K
v = °—Av (4.4-1)

29te(n)

The LA and TA phonons and the refractive index n = All (at 2.41 eV) [4.21] then give

the elastic constants cn and c44:

cn
= p-v^=174GPa

C44
=

P-VT= 73GPa t4-4"2)

where p is the mass density. These values match the ultrasonic data [4.22] to within 6%.

The broad anomalous Shoulders on both sides of the laser line were observed first

by J.R. Sandercock [4.23] and attributed to entropy fluctuations (non-propagating heat

transfer mode). This Interpretation was later questioned by Lindsay et al. [4.24]

proposing a two-phonon difference process.
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Fig. 4.4—1: Brillouin spectrum of Si(001). Angle of ineidence is 72

In contrast to Raman scattering the heights of the Stokes and Antistokes peaks are equal

which is evident from the Statistical factors (eq. 1.28): For not too low temperatures we

have
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n+l-n-^
hü)

(4.4-3)

i.e. the intensity goes linear with temperature.

4.42 Opacity Broadening

As long as the optical absorption coefficient cc is less than about IO3 cm-1, i.e. if

the optical penetration depth is larger than about IO5 Ä, the Brillouin spectrum appears

the same as that of a transparent medium. On the other hand, if the light penetrates only

a few wavelengths into the material, a broadening effect occurs: Because of the high

absorption all scattering events must occur within the optical skin depth 8 = 1/oc, hence

for the optical fields translation symmetry parallel to the surface is still conserved but

destroyed in perpendicular direction. Typical penetration depths 8 are of the order of

1000 Ä or 2000 X for energies beyond the absorption edge of semiconductors and 100 Ä

or 200 Ä in a metal. Subsequentiy, the phonon wave vector component parallel to the

o;=vq

"A

Aq

Fig. 4.4-2: Opacity broadening in BS from acoustic phonon (left). No broadening occurs

in Raman spectroscopy from optic phonon (right)
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surface is conserved in the scattering process but its perpendicular component is not,

produeing a momentum uncertainty Aq. Due to the finite slope of the dispersion of

acoustic phonons, the wavevector spread Aq produces a frequency spread Aco = v • Aq

(fig. 4.4—2) whence the Brillouin peaks are smeared out over a region Aco. In terms of the

absorptive part of the refracted index the FWHM is given by [4.25]

Aco = 4-vk -3m (n) (4.4-4)

where k$ denotes the wavevector of light in vacuum. This effect has two detrimental

consequences:

(i) the smearing-out may become so severe that no reliable 'peak'—assignment

is possible. The FWHM of the peak may easily be much larger than the

energy of the peak itself.

(ii) the scattering intensity drops by orders of magnitude and the signal-to-

noise ratio may become less than one. In this case, bulk phonons cannot be

observed no matter how long the scanning time is chosen.

It should be noted that (7-vector uncertainty is indeed also present in RS but has

no such detrimental effect because the dispersion of optic phonons at the zone center is

essentially flat (zero slope) and the momentum uncertainty is not reflected in co (fig.

4.4-2).

An example of incipient but not severe broadening in SmSe is shown in fig

(4.4—3). The FWHM amounts to about 9 GHz and the LA bulk phonon is readily seen at

38 GHz but the transverse phonon is not discernible. The scan time for this spectrum was

five times longer than for Si (fig. 4.4—1) where broadening is virtually absent since

3m (n) = 0.06 [4.21].

As it happens one would also like to perform BS at cryogenic temperatures. Since

lattice vibrations are driven by temperature, the amplitudes follow temperature linearly

(eq. 4.4-3). This affects the intensity in BS much more than in Raman spectroscopy: The

scattered intensity of a 'Raman'-phonon of, say, 500 cm-1 decreases by about 10 % when

lowering temperature from 300 K to 10 K but the signal of a 'Brillouin'-phonon

decreases by a hefty factor of 30. Therefore, lumping all the above mentioned difficulties
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Fig. 4.4-3: LA bulk phonon of SmSe (photoelastic effect)

together it is fair to say that under cryogenic conditions no results are to be expected

from the measurement of bulk phonons in metals or mixed-valent materials close to the

metallic State. It is indispensable to look out for a way which allows to circumvent these

problems.
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45 The Solution: BS from Surface Acoustic Waves and Mixed Modes

Brillouin scattering from surface acoustic waves provides a Solution and may open

the way to Brillouin spectroscopy in metals and metallic-like Compounds at low

temperatures. This will become clear after digging a bit into the theory of these waves

and their interaction with light

45.1 Rayleigh Surface Wave and Mixed Modes

The presence of a boundary mixes bulk

waves of different polarizations together. In

an Isotropie body a pressure (P) wave

rebounces from the interface and separates

into a P— and a shear vertical (SV) wave

(fig. 4.5-1). The same holds for an ineident

SV wave but not for a shear horizontal (SH)

wave which is reflected without change in

polarization [4.26]. There is some analogy

to birefringence in an optieally anisotropic

crystal. A phonon in an anisotropic crystal, on the other hand, disintegrates upon

reflection into all three polarizations. This is called trirefringence and has no optical

counterpart [4126].

Fig. 4.5—1: Reflection of a P—wave at

the boundary.
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The simple case of an isotropic solid is

illustrated in fig. (4.5-2). Since the SH

waves do not mix, they are discarded in this

discussion. There are then four partial

waves present:

Fig. 4.5—2: Mixing partial waves at the

boundary. SH waves are not involved

and are not shown.

-» -> ¦? ->

-» 0 2
U = UL'V

iqLx
Uj-tr

iqTx ipLx lp^
e +uL-CL-e + xykj.-e (4.5-1

-/ s.

incident

¦y/

reflected

where c, and t, denote the polarization unit vectors for incident and reflected waves,
-»

respectively. This field u must satisfy the boundary condition for a stress-free surface:

a3-
= 0 at x3=0 j = 1,2,3.

Gij
=

cijk^
3uj

dx

(4.5-2)

(4.5-3)

£

This yields two equations which can be solved for the reflection coefficients T. Using the

Cauchy-relation c12 = Cn-2c44 we obtain [4.26-27]:

T- O
.

T-. O

uL
=

rLLuL
+ rLTuT

_

T- O
J-

o

UT~1TL'UL +
1TTUT (4.5-4)
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r = r =

XLL 1TT 4v4Q2q£q*-[co2-2v2Q2; /D

TLT = -I-4v2q*Qjco2-2v2Q21
VL

L

rTL = -I.4v2q^Qx[co2-2v2Q2

/D;

/D;

(4.5-5)

D = 4v4;Q2q£q*+ Cü2-2v2Q2 (4.5-5«)

where Qx is the wave vector component parallel to the surface and the perpendicular

components are given by

iL
2-Q2

VX

Z

qT
=

CO 2-Q2
XX

(4.5-6)

Equation (4.5—4) nicely illustrates the mixing of L— and T-partial waves. In addition, all

T—coefficients diverge for D = 0, i.e. there is a new propagating mode originating simply

from the presence of the surface. The condition

D(coR) = 0 (4.5-7)

has just one Solution

^R^R^x (4.5-8)

Using the common abbreviation [4.28]

VR
(4.5-9)

equation (4.5-5') recovers the equation of the Rayleigh surface wave (RSW) [4.28]:
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r 2, r 2^

£6-8S4 + 8£2- VT3-2-T -16
1 VT
1
1

L vd L VJ

= 0 (4.5-10)

For an isotropic solid the velocity of this wave depends only on Poisson's ratio a:

VT= l-2a

v^ 2(l-a)
(4.5-11)

and £ < 1, i.e. the Rayleigh wave velocity is always below v-,.

From (4.5-6) one can distinguish three frequency ranges with different

propagation characteristics for longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) acoustic waves

(vT<vL)[4.27]:

Range Condition

1 Cö< flu. decaying

2 Qj < C0< ÜL decaying

3 £X < co propagating

decaying

propagating

propagating

Table 4.1: Behavior of longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) amplitudes

with the longitudinal and transverse cut-off frequencies

T T ^x (4.5-12)
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Beyond ßT (region 3) the amplitudes of the partial waves are all propagating, i.e.

sinusoidally varying and the Solutions are simply combinations of bulk waves. In

region 2, on the other hand, the modes are mixtures between sinusoidally varying

(transverse) and exponentially decaying (longitudinal) ones; they are called "mixed

modes" [4.29] and we will see them later in a Brillouin spectrum. Below the transverse

threshold CLr. all amplitudes are decaying for z —+ -~ and at cOj, we find the Rayleigh

wave localized at the surface. Thus, according to (4.5—7) the RSW propagates undamped

along the surface and is made up of a P— and a SV—wave with exponentially decaying

amplitudes. They are computed and depicted for a Ge surface in fig. (4.5-3) with data

obtained byr5S (see §4.6.2). Both components are in phase quadrature with each other

hence the tip of the displacement vector describes an ellipse lying in the sagittal plane.

With increasing depth the shape of the ellipse changes and eventually the wave becomes

linearly polarized. At even greater depth the sense of rotation of the ellipse reverses.

Equation (4.5-10) holds for an isoxropic body only. For some special cases

implicit equations for the RSW were published, namely for surface phonons propagating

along the [.100] or [110]-direction on the (OOl)-plane of cubic crystais [4.30] and the

basal plane1 of hexagonal Systems [4.31]. For general propagation directions and crystal

symmetries, however, only an iterative numerical search for roots provides Solutions, as

will be described in §4.6.

Depth [wavelengths]

Fig. 4.5-3: Amplitudes ofthe Rayleigh surface wave propagating along [100] on Ge(001)
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45.2 Brillouin Scattering off Surface Waves in Semiinfinite Media

A surface wave with a nonvanishing vertical component in the displacement

amplitude actually forms a two-dimensional grating skimming along the surface. A light

beam sent onto it experiences a Doppler shift and produces a doublet in the Brillouin

spectrum (fig. 4.5-4). It shows up at

(ö = vrQx (4.5-13)

where Qx is defined by the scattering geometry

Q = k. • sin 9- + k • sin 9
xi is s

(4.5-14)

with 9j , 9S denoting the angle of ineidence and the scattering angle and k{ , ksxht

momentum of incident and scattered light, respectively. This mechanism is called

surface-ripple scattering and is entirely

different from the photoelastic medescribed

in § 4.3. The Pockels coefficients and the

refractive index do not enter the formula

which means that this mechanism is not

subject to opacity broadening. Since the

momentum of a SAW is defined entirely by

öx and as this component is conserved even

in opaque media (§ 4.4.2), we observe two

sharp, needle-like peaks in the Brillouin

spectra no matter how opaque the samples

are. In a metal the majority of electron-

hole-pairs produced by the incident laser

beam are confined to the small optical skin

depth. These pairs, on the other hand, mediate the scattering process (§ 1.2) and as the

amplitude of the SAW is largest close to the surface the scattering cross section in metals

is even larger then in semiconductors and goes to zero for transparent solids. Thus, the

photoelastic and the surface-ripple process complement each other in a most pleasing

way: In less opaque media the bulk phonons are directly accessible but in highly opaque

Q,

Fig. 4.5^k Brillouin scattering by the

surface ripple mechanism.
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solids, on the other hand, the surface waves fill the gap and are observable through their

surface-corrugation.

The angular dependence of the ripple cross section for in-plane scattering is

[4.32-33]

da „

F =

F„ =

¦Hl«

dQ
Fx||(9i'es'e>

cos^)- cos2 (9S) i3 i3

2

sin(9i)+sin(9s) k1 —V
Ks3 Ks3

cos(9i)-cos2(9s) ^sl-V^tf^"1)

sin(9i)+sin(9s) (eki3+k:3)(eks3-k;3)

(4.5-15)

i r

0° 20° 40° 60° 80°

Angle of ineidence

where x,|| defines the polarization of

incident and scattered light with respect to

the scattering plane and primed variables

denote values inside the medium. A plot of

the F—functions is shown in fig. (4.5—5) for

9 = 9i= 9S. The shape of these curves is

almost universal and only the scale and the

peak sharpness depends on e but the hump

for /^-polarization at 60° - 70° is

invariably present whereas the intensity for

s—polarization dies out for increasing 9.

Thus, the former configuration is the

scattering geometry of choiee for BS from

surface waves.

Fig. 4.5-5: Geometrie factors which

rule the scattering cross section of the

surface ripple mechanism. Curves are

computed for Si.

However, in order to interpret Brillouin

spectra one cannot disentangle the

surface-ripple mechanism from the

photoelastic mechanism since the surface
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waves are just another manifestation of the very same phonons and therefore both

processes interfere mutually. Calculations of the cross section including both processes

are tedious [4.27, 4.36-39]. It depends on the dielectric constant, the photoelastic

constants, the scattering geometry and the light polarization. The results are compiled

below and illustrated with some measurements from appropriately chosen samples.

Fig. (4.5-6) shows the caiculated spectrum

for fixed ei but varying £2 (from [4.39]).

For e2 = 0.01 (non absorbing) the bulk LA

and TA phonons are readily seen. With

increasing £2, however, their intensities

diminish (note the change in scale) and at

62 = 1.0 the RSW becomes dominant (ripple

scattering) and two dips at the cut-off

frequencies Q* and Q~ show up due to

interference. Between them we see a broad

continuum (Lamb continuum) originating

from mixed modes (ränge 2 in table 4.1).

For £2 = 10.0 the bulk phonons are no more

discernible at all.

Fig. (4.5—7) shows the measured spectrum

of germanium. The RSW peaks at 10.6 GHz

and the continuum between the threshold

frequencies is clearly seen. It is obvious

that the position of the dips cannot be used

to get the transverse and longitudinal

velocities with reasonable accuracy in a

noisy spectrum like this. However, I will demonstrate in a later chapter how we can get

them from the Rayleigh surface wave.

Fig. 4.5-6: Caiculated total Brillouin

spectrum. E\ is kept fixed (Ej = 10) but

£2 is varied. From [4.39].

On the other hand, fig. (4.5-8) (from [4.37]) shows caiculated spectra for GaAs

with various elasto-optic coupling constants K. For increasing K we now obtain a peak at

the longitudinal cut-off frequency (we had a dip there in the previous example). Fig.

(4.5-9) shows this effect in a CePd-x, single crystal. Apart from the RSW we see a peak at
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Fig. 4.5—7: Brillouin spectrum of germanium. Angle of ineidence: 70°

15 GHz. Upon varying the angle of ineidence 9 = 9j = 9S it shifts proportionally to sin(Q)

hence identifying itself as a longitudinal surface phonon. CePd^ has CujAu structure

[4.40] with a lattice constant a = 4.128 Ä [4.40] whence we obtain p = 10.9 g/cm3 and

cT = c
11

(176 ± 4) GPa

cR
=

pvR
= (44±4)GPa (4.5-16)

which is in good agreement with ultrasonic data [4.41]: c<, = 179 GPa and cR
= 48 GPa

(computed from their c,, and c^).
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The bulk phonons aie nut accessible here due to severe opacity broadening: From

e =5.475+16.984 i at r\cOi= 2.40 eV [4.42] we obtain a penetration depth 8 ~ 160 Ä and

the LA phonon at about 60 GHz is smeared out over a region of about 80 GHz (eq.

4.5-4). Similar results were obtained from polycrystalline samples [4.43-44], evaluated

assuming isotropy.

(Ö)

3

4A

1
-f^v^-

o
4- i. V

~

6-

O,

\l (c)
-

V
v

- \ 1i
-

%^ 1

^
o,

Fig. 4.5—8: Brillouin cross sections for GaAs for various elasto-optic coupling

coefficients. (a) GaAs(Q0l) q=[100]; (b) GaAs(Q0l) q=[110]; (c) GoAs(llO) q=[ll0];

(d) GaAs(U0) q=[001]. From [4.37]
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Fig. 4.5-9: Brillouin spectrum of CePd*. Angle of ineidence: 72c

To summarize, it is evident that the RSW with its much higher scattering

amplitude and the fact that it does not suffer opacity broadening makes is a most

valuable tool to obtain the elastic properties of highly opaque crystais even at low

temperatures, provided they do give enough information. The next paragraph

demonstrates how I got the required data from the angular dispersion of the RSW.
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4.6 The Real-World Problem: SAW propagating along arbitrary directions

We observed in §4.5 that the velocity of a SAW on an anisotropic medium

depends on the propagation direction, I will call the relation velocity vs. direction in the

subsequent work angular dispersion to make a clear distinction with the usual co(k)

dispersion. The case of an overlayer on a Substrate is not much more complicated than

the case of a single crystal, so both cases can be treated simultaneously. The derivation

follows references [4.45-47].

4.6.1 Computational Method

Sagittal plane

Fig. 4.6-1: Reference frame used in the

computations.

The experimentally chosen scattering

geometry selects the momentum of the

surface phonon and defines the reference

frame (x^.Xß) as shown in fig. (4.6-1); all

calculations are done with the variables

referring to this frame. A coordinate

transformation R relates the 4th-rank

stiffness tensor c^\ to the tensor crstv

given with respect to the principal axes

(X1;X2,X3)

c, t
=R. R. R, -R, c

ijk£ lr js kt £v rstv
(4.6-1)
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In the absence of piezoelectricity the wave equation is given by

p^=
a2
uk

^'äx^
(4.6-2)

The displacement amplitudes are denoted bu Uj and p is the mass density. The ansatz

(4.6-3)

yields

u^A-e^-e^*1"^

r-pv^ A = 0 (4.6-4)

with

rn = c55b +2c15b + cn

r22 = c44b +2c46b + c66

r33 = c33b2 + 2c35b + c55
rnfc^^c^+cjb

+ c
12 = v45 14^56' 16

ri3 = c35b + <c134c55)b + C15

riiaCr,b +(Co,;+C,c)b
+ C

23
"

^34 36^45' '56

(4.6-5)

For a given, (trial) value of v (4.6-4) produces a secular equation which is a sixth order

polynomial in the decay constants b. Energy conservation requires that we retain in the

Substrate only values of b lying in the lower complex plane but for the layer, on the other

hand, all six- values are needed. The partial waves in the layer are

while in the Substrate

ar XVAj-^
u n J

r
Y C ¦A".ei*lV*
Li m j

- m

,iq(xj-vt)

.iq(Xj-vt)

(4.6-6)

where n = 1..6 and m = 1,2,3.
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The boundary conditions now link the amplitudes in layer and Substrate. As in

§ 4.5.1, the traction stress at the layer-vacuum interface must vanish (free surface):

Gr.- =0 at x-, = h (4.6-7)

Second, the particle displacement must be continuous across the substrate-layer

boundary:

u. =u:

J J
at x-j = 0 (4.6-8)

and finally the transverse and sagittal shear stresses and the longitudinal compressional

stress must be continuous at the interface

CT3j=a3j atx3
= 0 (4.6-9

These nine conditions give an equation for the weighting coefficients Cn and Cm of

(4.6-6), respectively:

BC = 0 (4.6-10)

B =

0

0

A

A1

A

m

1

m

2

m

3

,m

Aj(bmc31j3+C31jl)

Aj(bmc32j3+C32jl)

Aj(bmc33j3+C33jl)

Anfh c' +c'
Vei(lbnh

j^bnc31j3+c31jl'>
e

An(h c' +c'
Ve^bnh

Aj%c32j3+C32jl;
e

An(b c'~-i,+c' .1)-eiqbnh
jv n 33j3 33jr

-An
Al

-A
n

,n

-Aj(bnc31j3+c31jP

_Aj (bnc32j3+c32jl)

~Aj(bnc33j3+c33jl)
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m

C =

C.
n

These matrices are given in a compacted form: The first column of B describes the

Substrate and consists of three columns (m = 1,2,3) and the second column represents six

columns (n = 1..6). Each element must be summed over j. Similarly, C is a nine-row

vector. Farneil et al. [4.47] give the füll result with piezoelectricity included. Since we

must have non-trivial Solutions, the determinant of B must vanish.

The computational procedure now runs as follows. For a given material and

scattering geometry the stiffness tensor crstv is transformed according to (4.6-1). For a

given value of q one chooses a trial value for the velocity v and solves both secular

equations derived from (4.6-4) and selects the appropriate decay constants b and their

corresponding amplitudes A (eigenvector). Inserting them into (4.6-10) gives the

boundary condition determinant Det B. The trial velocity v is now adjusted by repeating

these steps all over again until this determinant is zero; then we have found one point of
-»

the angular dispersion relation v = v(q).

For the case of a single crystal without overlayer these steps simplify considerably

as B collapses to a 3x3-matrix with only the first three columns and the last three rows

retained. Inspecting (4.6-10) shows, that momentum q drops out completely, hence the

surface waves on a semiinfinite medium are dispersionless and their velocities do not

-»

depend on the length but only on the direction of q. It is this angular dispersion which

will be used in the method described below to get the elastic constants from an analysis

of the surface waves.

This is done by determining first the angular dispersion of the crystal under

investigation by means of Brillouin spectroscopy. The data points obtained in this way

are least-square fitted to the model function defined by equations (4.6-1) through

(4.6-10) using the Standard Levenberg-Marquardt procedure. This procedure adjusts the

independent elements of the elastic stiffness tensor but keeps the mass density fixed.
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Since the already tedious iterative search for roots of the model function is now

embedded in another iterative process, some time consuming number crunching is

required. Thus, the program runs on a mainframe Computer CYBER 180—855 of the ETH

computation center (RZETH) under NOS/VE. It is written in PASCAL and includes

some FORTRAN subroutines of the IMSL 10.0 math library.

4.62 The Elastic Constants of Germanium and SAWs on Silicon and Cobalt

In order to check the feasibility of the approach outlined above I have measured

the angular dispersion of the Rayleigh surface wave on the (OOl)-plane of a germanium

single crystal. The solid Squares in fig. (4.6—2) mark the measured velocities. The

azimuth angle oc is measured between Qx and the [100]-axis. At a = 0 the sagittal plane

is a plane of mirror symmetry and the Solutions of the wave equation and the boundary

conditions separate into a SH— and a generalized Rayleigh surface wave. The SH—wave

cannot be observed since its displacement vector lies in the (OOl)-plane and does not

corrugate the surface. The plane of the displacement ellipse of the RSW coincides at this

angle with the sagittal plane but turns gradually out of it with increasing oc and the wave

degenerates eventually at about 30° into a SH—wave. For et > 30° the Qx-vector has a

small imaginary part, i.e. the wave is damped and radiates a small part of its energy into

the bulk [4.45]. This pseudosurface or leaky wave can be observed by Brillouin scattering

too though with smaller intensity. Along the [110]—axis the surface wave is again a true

RSW.

In order to obtain the elastic tensor the numerical process described above was

applied. The results obtained are:

cn
= (126.6 ±6.4) GPa

c44= (58.7 ± 2.4) GPa

c12= (48.1 ±1.8) GPa

whereas the mass density p was kept fixed at 5.32 g/cm3. These results are in agreement

with ultrasonic measurement [4.48] to within 2% except the value for C44 which is
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smaller by 12%. It is a general finding [4.23] that the hypersonic velocities measured by

BS are 1-5% lower than those caiculated from ultrasonic data and this may well make up

for the difference. The angular dispersion caiculated from the Cy gained in this way are

plotted as continuous lines in fig. (4.6-2). The dashed line marks the leaky surface wave.
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Fig. 4.6-2: Angular dispersion of RSW on Ge (001)

It is not quite clear why the surface wave phase velocities determined by BS are

always a few percent lower than those derived from ultrasonic measurements. Loudon et

al. [4.33] tried to explain this in terms of the 9s-dependence of do/dQ: Given the finite
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axaperture of the collecting lens and provided the measurement is performed with 9S > 9m

(fig. 4.5-5), they argued that the dominant contribution does not come from light near

the center of the aperture, hence Qx is overestimated yielding a too low velocity. Using

the same argumentation, however, one would expect to obtain a too high velocity when

selecting 9S < 9max ,
but this is not the case. Surface relaxation, on the other hand, cannot

be made responsible either since it affects the topmost atomic layers only and has

negligible influence on the velocity of a SAW penetrating about 2000- 3000 Ä.

Furthermore, the effect of relaxation seems to be strongest at the Brillouin zone boundary

but vanishes at the zone center [4.49]. This is corroborated further by check

measurements on very thin Ge/S/-superlattices, where Ge-layers being only a few
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Fig. 4.6-3: Angular dispersion on Si'(lll).
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angstroms thick have no measurable effect. Other hypothetical explanations involve the

difference between isothermal and adiabatic stiffness the former usually being a few

percent lower than the latter [4.50]. Alternatively, the charge carriers produced by the

laser beam could lower the velocity through Screening interaction as observed in heavily

doped n-Si [4.51]. The database available at this time, however, is too small to give a

conclusive answer yet.

Fig. (4.6-3) shows the angular dispersion of the RSW on the cubic (lll)-plane of

Silicon. One observes an apparent six—fold symmetry axis instead of the three-fold cubic

axis. This is due to time reversal symmetry between the Stokes and Antistokes processes
-> ¦+

where phonons with momentum +qv^ and —<?ph are involved. The upper curve shows the

phase velocities computed from ultrasonic data [4.22] for comparison.

a,xt

Xz ,Xa

Fig. 4.6-4: Crystallographic axes and

tensor axes in a hexagonal crystal.

Whereas germanium and Silicon are both

cubic semiconductors we now look at a

hexagonal metal. The settings of the axes is

illustrated in fig. (4.6-4). Fig. (4.6-5)

shows the angular dispersion of the RSW on

the basal plane of a cobalt single crystal.

As expected from the discussion above

there is no Variation of the velocity within

the experimental error since the (aft)-plane

is isotropic. On the other hand, the (ac)-

and (bc)—plane display indeed a

pronounced angular dispersion (fig.

(4.6—4)). The azimuth angle is measured

from the c—axis and the principal axes Xi of

the tensor coincides with the crystallo¬

graphic a—axis by Convention [4.52].
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4.7 Surface Acoustic Waves in Thin Layers

In cases where the scattering intensity of SAW's is not sufficiently high because

the crystal is not metallic, a thin metallic layer of high reflectivity could be evaporated

on the crystal's surface to increase scattering intensity. However, in order to apply the

method outlined above, one must first check how the layer influences the RSW and

whether the angular dispersion is still available.

The general computational procedure for calculating surface waves in thin layers

was already addressed in § 4.6.1. Depending on the elastic constants, the layer loads or

stiffens the Substrate hence decreases or increases the velocities of the surface phonons.

In addition, an overlayer looks like a plate attached on one side to a Substrate whence

there is a variety of plate modes (higher order surface waves) due to phonon reflection

and coupling at the boundaries.

4.7.1 The Zoology of Surface Waves

The additional boundary of a free plate or a plate (thin layer) on a Substrate

provides an additional mixing mechanism giving rise to a variety of new modes other

than the RSW. The regions of existence of each mode and its properties depend critically

on the layer thickness and the stiffness of layer and Substrate. Motivated by the need to

understand them thoroughly for applications such as microstrip acoustic waveguides or

the seismological evaluation of surface waves excited by earthquakes, a number of

comprehensive articles have been published in this field [4.26, 4.47, 4.53]. Table 4.2

gives a survey of the surface waves in an isotropic and non-piezoelectric medium. The

left hand side contains SH—wave like modes whereas the right hand side describes

phonons with sagittal plane displacement. In anisotropic media, of course, such a

distinction is not possible due to trirefringence (§ 4.5.1). In a free plate the mixture of SV-

and P- waves leads to Lamb waves. For qh—><» they degenerate into the Lamb

continuum as observed by Brillouin scattering in germanium (see fig. 4.5-7). If the layer

is attached to a Substrate, two different situations may occur. If Vrl > vT the layer stiffens

the Substrate and there is just one Solution of a generalized Lamb wave reminiscent of the

RSW. On the other hand, if Vj < vT the layer loads the Substrate [4.47] and the Solutions
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fall into two families of modes, i.e. the M\ series and the M2 series. For small qh only the

fundamental mode M^ exists which goes over gradually to the RSW on the Substrate with

qh going to zero. With increasing qh, however, the next mode to become trapped is M21,

the Sezawa wave [4.54]. For a very special condition it may develop into a bound

interface mode called Stoneley wave [4.55]. With increasing qh the higher order modes

Mjj and M21 (i > 1) become trapped and propagate undamped in the layer.

4.72 Plate Modes in epitaxial CoSij lavers on Silicon

The C0S/2 films described in this work have been grown by molecular beam

epitaxy (MBE) using a new technique [4.56—57]. The main features of the method are:

Room temperature co-deposition of Co and Si (first 30-50 Ä) and an anneal to typically

550-600°C and MBE at very low temperatures (250-300°C) plus an eventual additional

anneal in order to increase the thickness. Layers prepared in this manner exhibit

extremely smooth surfaces in contrast to those obtained by conventional solid phase

epitaxy (cobalt deposition only). Fig. (4.7-1) shows the Brillouin spectrum of a 500 X

CoSii film epitaxially grown on 5/(111). Not only the Mn-mode at 14.2 GHz is clearly

seen but also higher order generalized Lamb waves. The same sample and another

1300 Ä thick specimen were used to determine the velocity vs. (qh) dependence of the

Mn mode and the result is displayed in fig. (4.7-2). The q vector was varied by

Controlling 9j and 9S. For qh —? 0 we obtain the velocity of the usual RSW on pure Si

whereas for increasing qh the velocity converges asymptotically towards the RSW of bulk

C0S/2 (see table 4.2). The maximum available scattering momentum q is restricted by the

photon momentum to about 2.4 • 10-3 X-1, thus thicker samples are needed to determine

the asymptote with accuracy.

Most work previously reported deals with sputtered films on a Substrate [4.58-60,

4.44]. Since such films are polycrystalline they exhibit hexagonal symmetry and do not

show angular dispersion on the isotropic interface plane. On the other hand, epitaxially

grown films retain crystallographic symmetry hence I set out to establish experimentally

the angular dispersion relation of the surface waves on these films. Fig. (4.7-3) shows it

for the Mn-mode observed on a 1300 X thick CoSi2 layer on Si(lll). The azimuth angle

is measured from the [211] direction of the underlying Substrate. The graph is
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Fig. 4.7-1: BS of CoSi2 layer with RSW at 14.2 GHz and higher order modes

reminiscent of the cognate plot for S/(lll) but now we observe substantially lower values

of the velocity since C0S/2 loads the Si Substrate. This sample underwent an additional

anneal to 600 C which improved sample quality considerably. This is why the surface

wave velocity in this sample is about 6% lower than in the previously shown unannealed

specimens (fig. 4.7-2).
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Fig. 4.7-2: Dispersion ofMn on CoSi2 along [110] and [112]
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Fig. 4.7-3: Angular dispersion of the RSW on a CoSi2 layer (1300 X) epitaxially grown

onSi(lll)
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4.7.3 CoSh/Si Superlattice

Depositing two (or more) materials alternatively on a Substrate produces a new

type of crystal with an artificially imposed periodicity in the stacking direction leading to

Brillouin zone folding. Thus, one can produce new materials with properties tailored to

suit a given application best. Since any layer is strained by its neighbors, this technique is

another possibility to exert pressure on a material. It could therefore be used to study

phase transitions in materials, e.g. mixed-valent Compounds, in cases where high

pressure is not applicable. The investigation of the high pressure phases of many

substances in a diamond anvil cell by BS is difficult or even hampered completely by

opacity broadening with the only exception of those rare cases where absorption is

negligible [4.61]. On the other hand, surface waves are probably not amenable to BS in a

diamond anvil cell given the restricted ränge of scattering geometries available. If one

wishes to avoid interpretation difficulties with alloy Systems used to mimic pressure by

chemical means, superlattices would provide a convenient Solution [4.16]. This

possibility provided the motivation to investigate the surface phonons in metallic

superlattices. A great number of papers deal with the elastic properties of stratified media

[4.62—70] or bulk and surface two-dimensional charge density excitations including

acoustic plasmons [4.71-76].

If the modulation depth A of a superlattice is much smaller than the phonon

wavelength X, the superlattice can be modeled by a single layer with an effective elastic

tensor [4.77-78].

Fig. (4.7-4) shows the RSW angular dispersion of a CoSi^Si superlattice grown

on Sj(lll) by MBE. The lattice consists of 7 layers C0S/2 with thickness 35 X each,

separated by layers of 105 X Si. The axes indicated in the plot refer to the

crystallographic directions of the Substrate. Measurements were carried out for various

scattering angles in order to control the phonon momentum. Again, the six-fold

symmetry axis and the dependence of the surface wave velocity on the phonon

momentum is clearly seen. It seems possible, though it is probably difficult, to compute

the effective elastic constants from such a set of measurements. The main difficulty,

however, arises from the fact that if the superlattice is not thick compared to the phonon

wavelength X, the stiffness tensors of both Substrate and layer have to be included in the

computations. Provided, that high quality superlattices of appropriate thickness (a few

thousand X) become available, the parameter qh in fig. (4.7—2) is on the far right hand
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line) and ©i= 75 (dotted line), respectively.

side and one could measure the Rayleigh surface wave of the superlattice without

influence from the Substrate hence reducing computational overhead substantially. Thus,

the same procedure as the one established in this thesis for single crystais could be

applied on a routinely basis to find all elastic constants of superlattices.
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4.8 Conclusions

Opacity broadening represents a severe problem if the elastic constants of an

opaque material are to be measured. It is even worse if investigations at low temperatures

are required since the scattering intensity of thermalized phonons decreases linearly with

temperature. However, the method developed in this thesis of using the angular

dispersion of the Rayleigh surface wave allows to obtain the desired data as well. Surface

waves are not subject to opacity broadening and their scattering intensities increase with

decreasing, optical penetration depth. It is in this sense that this method complements the

direct measurements of the bulk phonons. Furthermore, one could evaporate a thin

metallic film with high reflectivity onto a semiconducting sample in order to make the

Rayleigh mode easily observable even in less opaque crystais. The results presented in

the second part of this work demonstrate, how such a layer influences the surface waves

of the underiaying crystal and establishes, that crystallographic symmetries are retained.

This is of importance since the angular dispersion method can now be applied after some

refinements to this case too.
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Appendix

Equipment used in the Brillouin spectrometer

1) Laser

Water cooled argon—ion laser (Spectra Physics 2020-03) with temperature

stabilized intra-cavity €talon. Power: 3 watts all lines. Beam diameter: 1.25 mm.

Additional linear passbank to reduce residual ripple on plasma DC current. Power

consumption: 22 kW.

2) Interferometer

Tandem Fabry-Perot interferometer with control unit and segmented ramp Option

(J.R. Sandercock, Zürich).

Mirrors: 2 pairs of 2"—6talon plates in Spectrosil B fused silica, 1/2" thick, inner

surfaces matched to better than a/200. Outer surfaces plane to X/4 with wedge

angle 30 are minutes. Multi-layer coating with reflectivity (94 ±1)% at

480-520 nm. Antireflection coating on outer surfaces (Optical Surfaces Ltd.).

3) Photomultiplier

2" head-on single photon counting tube with bialkali cathode and 12 dynode

stages, uncooled (Hamamatsu R464).

Pulse amplifier and discriminator: Hamamatsu C1050, includes dynode voltage

divider chain.

4) Multichannel analyzer

Desktop Computer Hewlett Packard model 217, double drive floppy disk Station,

20 MB Winchester disc, double Channel DMA card for high speed data transfer,

Thinkjet printer, mouse.
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IEEE-4k\k\ interface to access external storage devices, counting electronics,

printer, //PGZ^-plotter and cryostat temperature Controller.

RS—232C interface for data interchange with other desktop Computers and

mainframes.

Program: PASCAL program consisting of three parts:

-) Acquisition module for displaying accumulated scans with concurrent,

interrupt driven background data transfer from the photon counter.

Transmission error detection provided to ensure data integrity.

Automatic security file written to disk to prevent accidental loss of

data due to power failure.

—) FileManager handles individual measurements and provides Utilities to

edit comments and measurement parameters. Various file and storage

medium handling Utilities.

-) GraphiX provides semiautomatic spectrum calibration, interactive

drawing of spectra and Stores complete pictures for later use. Dumps

plots to system printer and Supports HPGL ink plotter. Optional

redirection of plotter Output to a file for delayed plotting or conversion

and routing to postscript laser printer.

5) Acoustooptic modulator

IntraAction model AOM-40. Acoustic carrier: 40 MHz / 2.0 watts. DC-extinction

ratio: > 2000:1. Rise time: 170 ns. Diffraction angle: 5.3 mrad @ 514 nm.

Transmitter: Model ME—40/?. RF power Output: 5 watts nominal. This additional

power allows to add an additional modulator head at a later time if required.

6) Interface electronics

Purpose: integrates all electronic parts; consists of

-) oscilloscope Z-modulation driver

-) AOM driver (current source) with separate Ievel controls for on and off

condition.

-) High voltage photomultiplier power supply (Wallis Electronics Ltd.,

model PM2/DCN). Negative-output DC-DC Converter 10 V - 2.5 kV
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with ripple and noise better than 10 ppm peak-to-peak at füll load

(4 mA).

-) Analog integrator for photon counter pulses, used by interferometer

control unit to maintain etalon parallelism and synchronism in tandem

Operation.

-) Photon counter 2x32 bit.

-) IEEE—488 Controller as data link between counter and Computer.

-) Data transmission synchronization module with error surveillance.

7) Anti-vibration system

Vibration isolation table top model MST—46 with 4-leg support system (Newport

Corp.). Ferromagnetic stainless steel top skin, steel honeycomb core. 1/4—20

mounting holes on 1" centers.
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